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An open letter: How ·many more must die? 
The Future published a letter to the editor last week titled '' Alafaya Trail 
deathtrap?" In his letter, UCF engineering student Randy Weiss warned 
bicyclists and pedestrians that they were "a thin line away from calamity." 
Weiss ended his letter by asking "Are we going to sit and wait until so· 
meone !skilled before something is done?" 
Two days before that letter was published, Randy Weiss' rhetorical ques-
tion. became a gruesome reality. A motorist was killed in a head-on collision 
while northbound on Alafaya Trail. · 
Last week's tragedy should be enough to shake this community out of its 
malaise. For years now Alafaya Trail has been a pock-marked obstacle 
course of joggers, cyclists and pedestrians. · 
The fact that fitness buffs must jog at night along an unlit, heavily wood-
ed path is not something the university would like to have in its recruiting 
brochures and catalogs. _ 
The time to effect changes on Alafaya Trail is now, before the traffic 
generated by an operational UCF Research Park begins. 
At the very least, the speed limit should be reduced to 35 mph along $e 
entire length of the strip from University Boulevard to Highway 50. -, 
We, the editorial board of the Future, challenge both branches of the Stu-
dent Government and the faculty senate to pass resolutions, and make 
demands. 
.We think the administration of this university should be making some 
very loud noises to the Florida Department of Transportation. 
Something is terribly wrong if the students of this university can't de-
pend on their elected government or their administration to secure them a 
safe passage to and from school. 
· Randy Weiss concluded his letter with a rhetorical question. We'll end our 
open letter to the community with a slightly different one. 
How many MORE people must be killed on Alafaya Trail before our cam-
pus leaders care enough to take a stand? 
The Editorial Board 
INSIDE 
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Weir resigns, 
but will finish 
1982 season 
by Lee Lerner 
Future sports 
Interim head football coach Sam· 
my Weir ~nnounced Tuesday that he 
will resign after the season'~ final 
game on Nov. 13 and will not apply 
for the head coaching :r>osition for 
the 1983 season. 
Weir said he will not seek the posi-
tion because of personal reasons and 
also because he felt that the univer-
sity was not totally committed to 
the football program. 
"Under .the circumstances and . 
after a long serious evaluation of 
mys.elf and the situation I decided 
not to be an applicant and also, I 
don't feel that the university has 
made a full commitment to establish 
a football program at UCF," Weir 
said. . · 
Weir was named as the interim 
head coach last July by Athletic 
Director Bill Peterson after Don 
Jonas resigned to take a UCF 
athletic fundraising position. 
According to Peterson, Weir 
would have been one of a number of 
candidates to be considered for the 
position next year, had he applied. 
Peterson, who previously express-
ed a desire to have Weir apply for 
the position said he was suprised to 
learn of his resignation. 
Weir, page 24 
Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years D Alternative lifestyles group forming, 
seepage3 · 
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Royal Couple Porn Glmson/Future 
Homecoming king and queen Rasesh Thakker and Michelle Bowen graced the 
field at. the Knig~ts' game against West Georgia Saturday. 
Alafaya crash 
claims one life; 
others injured 
by Michelle N aspinski 
News editor 
On the heels of student com-
plaints that Alafaya Trail is a 
"death trap" due to poor road condi-
tions, two accidents, including one 
fatality, occurred there last week. 
Elizabeth Steiniger, 72, died last 
w ednesday after her car skidded off 
the road and turned into oncoming 
traffic as she attempted to right the 
vehicle. _ 
Steiniger collided with another 
car, driven by Ruth Ann Smith, 55. 
According to a Florida Highway 
·Patrol report, Smith was. "in· 
capacitated" and was taken to 
Orlando General Hospital for treat-
ment. 
On the following day, three cars 
driven by Robin Koehl, Julie Gior-
dano and Saad Maxrou collided, 
when the first car ·stopp~d to turn in· 
to the Haystack apartments. There 
were no serious injuries . 
Recently, students have complain-
ed of pot holes, low shoulders, poor 
lighting and an excessive speed limit 
on Alafaya Trail, as evidenced by a 
letter, which appeared in the last 
edition of the Future: The speed 
limit along most of the road is bO 
miles per hour. 
But a spokesman for the Highway 
Alafaya, page 24 
WUCF-FM trades soft rock for big band sound 
by Kathleen Foronda 
Managing editor 
A proposed format change to 
popular classics has stimulated a 
wave of controversy among WUCF-
FM staff members. 
By late January, general manager 
Keith Fowles plans to implement a 
new format that minimizes . 
progressive jazz, rock and new wave 
music and emphasizes light classics 
and today's big band soqnd. 
"We have to find underwriters for 
our programs," he said. "We must 
look for our funding to be self-
sustaining between 7 5 to 80 percent 
within the next two years." 
He added that the need for more 
outside funding is being stressed by · 
university budget. officials. "They said 
we had better make every effort to . 
find funding," he said. 
WUCF-FM's 1982-'83 budget will 
fund between $160,000 to $180,000, 
according to. student body President 
Tico Perez. Three percent of that fun-
dmg comes from private donations, 7 
percent comes from Student Gover-
nment and 90 percent comes from the 
university, Fowles said. 
The station is seeking funding from 
large corporations and businesses 
whose top management make 
donatiqn decisions, Fowles said. 
"They fall into the 35 to 54-year-old 
age group that is normally attracted 
to that kind of music." 
Fowles said that no surveys were 
made 'to support his contention, but 
that it was an "established fact" in 
the radio business that this age group 
prefers classics to rock 'n roll. "I have 
no idea where it's written, but I'm 
sure it is somewhere." 
According to members who atten-
ded an informal meeting Monday 
evening, the. students were not ap-
proached before ·the decision to 
change the format was made. 
However, as general manager of the 
station, Fowles has the authority to 
implement format changes without 
the approval of the station's. board of 
directors, according to Dr. Phillip 
Taylor of the station's board of direc-
tors. 
"The problem with light classics as 
they sit right now, is that there are 
not enough of them," Mike Mangan, 
WUCF-FM's music director said. 
"We just don't havt the records." 
Yet, student Station Manager 
Brian McDonell reminded memoers 
that the main purpose of a student 
radi.o station is to provide hands-on 
experience for student broadcasters. 





0 ~a tor Time -- 4:30 - 6:30 
.'\J\a~ ~ ~o~ Monday thru Satu~day 
. ~'/).~ ~'/).~ 1).1.a .15 OYSTERS Dozen 
• ~'Clc,~~e\lo .15 SHRIMP Minimum 
• v ~~,v FREE PITCHER WITH A BUCKET 
• 5 OF OYSTERS (Bar Only) 
Draft .55 Domesti~ Bottles .90 
-Import§ 1.25 Pitehers 3.00 
Tuesday- UCF Night 8-10 PM 
"Miller Time" Pitehers 82.85 
Hours: 11A.M-1iP.M 8-1 0 PM 3040 N. Goldenrod Rd. 
Weekends: 12 .MD. -~ Orlando, Fla. 
OPEN FOR LUNCH ~"""' . 671-1976 




There IS a difference!!! 
Course Class Starting 
GRE Nov.10th 
· GMAT Dec. 6th 
MCAT Jan. 16th 
2238 Winter Woods Blvd. 
Winter Park, Florida 32792 
San Jose Exec. Center 
We reserve the right to cancel any class for 
which there Is Insufficient enrollment 
Coll for details 
Days, Evening. or Wee(ends 
678-8400 
· Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities 
Puerto Rico Toronto Conado &. Lu ono Switzerland 
We've Got ·The Best Deal 
In Town On Kodak Film! 
10%student 
Discount 
We Guarantee H! 
f ~~;=-~ --~ l,J ~Kodakpaper- ·1 ,! I ". , .. -:: fora good~· : . 
11 L:::: ..J 1 
~-- - -· -- - =r-r:: -
7436 University Blvd. 
University Sq. Shopping Center 
Orlando. Florido 32807 
AtA Clance 
Middle East- peace debated 
''A Gathering for Peace and Justice in the Middle 
East" will be held on campus Sunday from 8 to 10 p.m. 
Gene Burns, WKIS radio personality, will serve as 
moderator and speakers will include the Rev. Donald 
Wagner, national director of the Palestine Human 
Rights Campaign, as well as several university pro-
fessors. 
The gathering will be held at the village green, bet-
ween the Student Center and the Engineering Building. 
All students are welcome to attend. 
The event is being sponsored by various campus 
organizations in conjunction with the American/Arab 
Anti-Discriminati.on Committee. 
Tailgate party tomorrow 
UCF's Alumni Association will host a tailgate party 
tomorrow from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., beginning at Mc· 
Cracken Field. 
Five kegs of free Lowenbrau beer will be provided. 
Bring your own picnic lunches and chairs. . 
The party will precede the Knight's contest with 
Carson-Newman College at the Tangerine Bowl at 1:30 
p.m. 
Nuclear Freeze Group meets 
The UCF Nuclear Freeze Group will hold a meeting 
and discussion Tuesday at 4 p.m. in HF A 215. 
The featured speaker will be Rev. Robert Gibbs, 
director of UCF's United Campus Ministry. He will pre-
sent various moral and philosophical questions raised 
by the threat of nuclear arms. A filmstrip will also be 
shown. 
All UCF students and faculty are welcome to attend. 
For further information, contact Mr. Bowen at x-6842 
after 6 p.m. 
Honor society accepting candidates 
The Financial Management Association National 
Honor Society is currently selecting outstanding 
finance students for induction. 
Interested undergraduates majoring in finance and all 
MBA students are encouraged to review the member-
ship requirements posted on the Student Finance 
Association bulletin board (first floor, Phillips Hall) or 
the Department of Finance bulletin board fourth floor, 
Phillips Hall). 
Any interested student who meets the requirements 
for membership should contact the UCF Chapter Presi-
dent, Diana Gregory-Carlson or Dr. Veit, the faculty 
adviser. 
_1Food drive is on 
The Arnold Air Societx.. Pledge Class of the Air Force 
ROTC is sponsoring a canned-food drive for the Salva· 
tion .Army's upcoming "holiday bask~ts." 
The drive will be held campus-wide, in order for UCF 
students, faculty and staff to take part. All contribu-
tions may be placed in the boxes located at the 
Knights' Den, Library and Administration Building or 
brought to Cadet Headquarters located on the east side 
of campus. 
For further information contact Cadet Headquarters 
or Wayne Catanzro at x-8325. 
Free tickets with ID 
A new ticket distribution system has been set up for 
the coming men's and women's basketball season. 
For each men's game and women's and men's 
doubleheader 1,200 free tickets will be set aside for UCF 
students. Students may obtain one ticket by showing a 
validated ID card at the ticket agency in the Bookstore 
during the five days preceding each game as long as sup-
plies last. 
Students will need tickets for every game, and free 
tickets will not be available at the door. 
Advance tickets are not needed for women's basketball 
games that are not doubleheaders. Your ID will admit 
you at the do<!r for those games. 
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New student group aims 
f~r people with 'a 
curiosity about the 
goy lifestyle' 
by Kathleen G. Foronda 
Managing editor 
Students who like to experiment 
with variations of the heterosexual 
missionary position may soon have a 
campus organization that specifically 
addresses-the concerns of alternative 
lifestyles. 
The Alternative Lifestyle 
Organization is being formed by a 
small band of about 30 homosexuals 
at UCF. "The new club is not just for 
the gay student,'' according to Tim 
Frazer, a computer science major who 
is the group's chief organizer. 
He contends that anyone who prac-
tices various techniques or oral sex 
· will be eligible ~o join the club. 
"About 99% of the (sexually active) · 
people fall into this category," Frazer 
said. 
However, Frazer did say that the 
group will be "aiming for students 
who have a curiosity about the gay 
lifestyle." 
"We will try to alleviate the 
sociological pressures from the 
academic community on gay 
s~udents," he said. 
According to Frazer, . the social 
organizatioµ -will also sponsor lec-
tures, . open forum discussions, and 
some crulritable activities. 
About seven years ago UCF (known 
as FTU at that time) had a gay 
student association, but it disbanded 
-due to great student apathy, Frazer 
said. 
"I came to UCF and looked for a 
social organization, but as'far as (gay) 
college students are concerned, there 
was no set organization," Frazer said. 
Though Frazer said he hopes the 
group will get some strong positive 
response, he maintained that no 
recruiting Will be done. "We're not 
forcing our views on anyone," he said. 
Thus far, Frazer has not encoun-
tered any strong· objections to ALSO. 
although he hopes the organization men are effeminate hairdressers and 
"will stick by (its) -word that (it) theater people and gay women are 
wouldn't do any recruiting." Gibbs tomboys. "You'd be surprised to find 
suggested that students who are con- . out the number of people in big 
fused about their sexual identity con- positions--accountants, football 
tact profess_ional individuals like players,'' Frazer said. 
those of the campus ministry or the 
campus Counseling and Testing Cen-
ter. 
"If they came to me, I would not 
beat them over the head with Biblical 
passages," Gibbs said. "Although it 
is not the way God intended things 
for the majority of creation, some 
people are gay.'' 
The 22-year-old Frazer, who said he 
Of the supporters of ALSO, only 
five of the 30 are female. "Gay men 
tend to be more socially-oriented. 
W oinen are more emotionally bound 
to one-on-one relationships," Frazer 
said. 
Frazer said he would like to see the 
UCF organization eventually j~in -
groups in the state university system. 
ALSO's survival is still pending. 
' ... anyone who practice~ oral sex or · 
different techniques will be eligible to 
join the club' 
According to Jimmie Ferrell, director 
of th~ Stu~ent Center/Student 
Organizations, the group still has to 
submit forms for final approval. The 
group can either apply for reac-
tivation under the ' old gay 
organization's objectives or start 'out 
·as a new club, Ferrell said. 
He said most of t;he people lie has 
talked to have been very receptive to 
the idea of an educationrtl information 
group on alternative lifestyles for the 
UCF commUnity and the public. "If 
they can be understanding, then we 
can be unders.tanding too,'' Frazer 
said. _ 
The Rev. Robert Gibbs, director of 
the United Campus Ministry, said he 
doesn't see any "inherent danger," 
accepted his own homosexuality just 
a few years ago, said the common 
ques don many closet gay people 
struggle with is: "Will everyone 
know?' ' 
''There_is still a lot of social taboo,'' 
Frazer said. "Five years ago people 
were throwing eggs and tomatoes at 
us." 
One misconception Frazer hopes 
ALSO will di~pel is the idea that gay 
If ALSO applies as a new 
organization, it would have to be ap-
proved by the Student Government 
president" and then by Dr. Le Vester 
Tubbs, vice president of Student Af. 
fairs. 
Frazer said he hopes the club will be 
active by the end of this semester. 
The Studell 
CenterCinem 











All movies are 50 cents for Students, 




·Nov. 1·2 SC Gameroom 
_10am-5pm 
Free Refreshments 
Relax • Jerry TeplitZ 
Nwemher 15 7:30~m SCA 
Rela1e Anxiely 
Conquer Headaches 
and Eliminate Stress 
Nov. 5-7 Golden 






Nov·. ~ 7 8:30 SCA , ___ _ 
ski trip 
Snowshoe Ski Resort--West Virginia 
Jan. 4-9 · 
DEPOSIT DUE NOV. 10 $65 KICKOFF PARTY Nov. 3 



















Clip this ad 
ertCI 'it to dad 
Get yourself 
an off. campus pad 
Now it's easy at Lake Howen Condomin-
ium. Because we've developed a plan 
that, in coqjunction with the Economic 
Recovery Act of 1981, makes it possible 
for buyers of condominiums to create tax 
losses when renting those condomin-
iums to relatives or co-owners. 
The plan also permits accelerated de-
preciation, which allows the owner of a 
rental property to write off its value in 15 
years instead of 25 to 40 years. That 
means a king-size annual tax deduction 
for your parents. And best of all, a beau-
tiful apartment home for you at Lake 
Howell featuring: 
• An enormous 640-acre lake where 
recreational opportunities abound • 
Huge heated swimming pool • Indoor I 
outdoor poolside bar with adjoining 
sundeck • Magnificent clubhouse com-
plete with saunas • Beautifully land-
scaped grounds • Ample parking · 
So what are you waiting for? Now, in-
stead of asking for more money, you 
can write home and tell your parents 
how to get in on some major tax and 
equity benefits. 
They'll be very impressed with all that 
you've learned. 
Model~ open Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. to 
6 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m . to 6 p.m. State 
Road 436, 1/ 4 mile south ofRed Bug Road, 
Casselberry, Florida. 
Phone: (305) 834-8700 
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Poltergeist program stirs devilish controversy 
by Katrina Kersey 
Future news 
A UCF program featuring 
renowned ghost hunters Ed and Lor-
raine Warren stirred up a small 
cauldron of controversy last week. 
The Warrens, technical advisers 
for the movies Poltergeist, 
Amityville II the Possession and 
The Exorcist, spoke on the "Reality 
of Demonic Possession and Super-
natural Occurences" at the Student 
Center Auditorium last Monday. 
The event was sponsored by the SCs 
Program and Activities Council. 
Some student members of the 
United Campus Ministry objected 
to the presentation on the grounds 
that it w.ould publicize and 
glamorize satanism to un-
sophisticated minds. The group re-
quested a response session for peo-
ple· to air their views. 
The Reverends Hal Burke and 
Bob Gibbs. of the Campus Ministry 
agreed to moderate the session 
Senat~ may pull plug on 
. campus phone service 
which was held after the program. 
Gibbs said he found the program in-
tel'esting. 
"It didn't change my beliefs one 
way or the other," he said. Gibbs 
said he didn't find it dangerous in 
any sense, but he "didn't know how 
·credible the stuff really was." 
''I've got some photos from 
Eckerd's that looked pretty strange. 
The whole rhythm of the program 
left you sort of out of kilter," he 
said. 
Pat Powers was also skeptical of 
the photographs. "You can get pic-
tures · of anything;'' he said. 
it's entertainment. I can't bear tak-
ing the stuff too seriously." 
Paul Franzese, PAC director, said 
approximately 850 people attended 
the lecture/slide presentation. He 
said most of the response he receiv~ 
ed regarding the program was 
good-a challenge to question 
values taken for granted. 
Those who were most critical of 
the program did not attend it1 he 
said. ''It was an issue that is very 
emotional for a lot of people,'' he 
said. "This is not the first time that 
faith has been debated." 
by Deborah L. Horton 
Powers acco·mpanied the Warrens 
and 20 students on a field trip to 
Casadaga Monday afternoon. Accor-
ding to Powers, the Warrens merely 
spoke with several of the town's 
replace the damaged phones rather residents. 
No seance was held, contrary to 
prior publicity. Franzese said PAC 
was misinformed by tM agent 
handling the Warrens, sine~ the cou-
ple professes to be against any type 
of spirit conjuring. 
Future news th~n re~ove the~. . , . "Nothing happened, as I ex-
I t~~ we have -~ serv1c~ thats pected," he said. "The expectation 
been sliding for a while, but if we go far far outweighed the reality. I feel 
Franzese said the PAC earned 
$300 of the $2,200 it cost to put on 
In an effort to save money, stu-
dent body President Tico Perez 
Tuesday asked the student senate to 
eliminate intra-campus access 
telephones. 
. The phones, located throughout 
the campus, allow students to place 
calls to any campus phone without 
charge. By disconnecting them, the 
university could save more than 
$1,600 this academic year, Perez 
said. · 
"In addition, only two of the 10 
phones are currently working;' Sen. 
Steve Gizinski said. Although the 
other phones have been either 
broken or vandalized, the school still 
must pay at least $18 per month un-
til they are removed. 
Senate President Pro Tempore 
Dave Kiser said the school should 
out now and work with it I think we ' 
can provide a very gooQ. service to 
the students," Kiser said . . 
· But Gizinski agreed with Perez 
that the phones should be removed . 
"To replace the phones that have 
been vandalized would be a very ex-
pensive cost," Gizinski said. 
The senate asked the Services 
Committee to review the situation 
and make a recommendation to the 
senate. 
In other senate action: 
• Perez appointed Sandra White 
to a senate seat for the College of 
Education. 
• · Sen. Bill Hardman resigned 
Arts & Sciences seat 4 beeause of 
conflicts between school, work and 
campus activities. 
1221 Lee Road • Suite 208 • Orlando 
293~3316 
the show. · 
Students from the Creative School for 
Children at. UCF got helicopter ri<:les 
last week, when the Newswatch 6 
copter was on campus. This 
youngs~r was ready for take-off. 
I 
Photo by Ann Ransom 
Need a temporary or part-time job? 
Kelly-Health Care employees:· 
•RN's •Nursing Assistants 
•LPN's • lf omemaker/Companions 
Kelly Health .Care offers·days & schedules of your choice. 
1Home care & staffing situations 
Call for information. . 
i Kelly Health Care 
. 17qt717 M 
L7 _ "'_7LI MH% . ,,.,,Cl4'-I• A~ 
.FM I SS I~( I 
9.2. <34 
I 
96 I 9B I JOO I 10,1,. I '14 I !Oki I I • I I I I I • •A~ 
~~c>R~! ·· • 10-=a 3 fr -+ ro-=:J_1 .u1 , ·tLLll_O! 10 
REACH FOR IT! ROCK, JAzz., CLASSICAL, ON 89UCF. 
~ SOFT-ROCK 7AM-12NOON; 1PM-SPM UNIVERSITY MAGAzlNE 12NOON-1PM 
MATINEE & SYMPHONY SPM-aPM 
~ PRIME TIME JAZZ a~~mM 
NITE ROCK 11PM·12MIDNIGHT 
IPB MHz I 
~.__.. ____ 
SPEAKER 8 -
FM HON -AUX 
WU CF-FM 
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UCF Credit Union offers good return 
by Katrina Kersey 
FutuAJnews 
The UCF Credit Union offers 
almost all of the services of a bank 
and often a better return on in· 
vestments for faculty, staff and 
university student employees. 
Some of the services available are 
checking and savings accounts, 
check-cashing privileges . and free 
notary public service, according to 
Skip Hickman, director of the UCF 
Credit Union. 
The credit union is able to give a 
better · return on investments 
because accounts earn 7 percent in· 
terest ~ompounded and paid daily, 
as opposed to the 5 ¥.& percent in-
terest paid by banks, Hickman said. 
In addition, the cost of all account 
maintenance ·is absorbed by .the 
credit union except for check prin-
ting. Hickman also said that loans 
are easier to obtain and have lower 
rates . . 
All faculty and staff members and 
their families can participate in the 
credit union. Students who are 
employed by the university, in-
cluding graduate assistants and 
wox;k study students, have been 
eligible to join since last April. This 
reflects the move to gradually ex-
pand the credit union, she said. 
posed several times but has never 
been acted upon, due to the union's 
small size and staff, Hickman said. 
To become a member, persons 
should call the credit union at 
x-2855 to determine if they are eligi-
ble. Applicants must bring a copy of 
a paycheck as proof of university 
. employm~nt. A deposit of $5 is suffi-
cient to open a savings account and 
purchase a share in the credit union. 
All other accounts branch off from 
this account. 
Loans, except for education, are 
also available through the credit 
union. Applicants must fill out 
credit information forms, which are 
forwarded to a credit committee. 
The committee may approve or deny 
the loan. 
If a loan is denied, the applicant 
may appeal the decision and appear 
before the committee, Hickman 
said. Interest rates vary, but the 
average loan rate will be ·18 percent, 
she said. 
The UCF Credit Union has been in 
existence for ll years. It currently 
has 2,300 members and nearly $3 
million in assets. 
· participate in their program. 
Louise Hinton of the UF Credit 
Union said graduate assistants and 
faculty/staff dependents may par· 
ticipate. UF tried an all-student 
credit union eight years ago, but it 
was liquidated due to a lack of 
funds, she said. , 
In contrast; Hickman said, 
"We've been extremely pleased with 
student participation in the UCF 
Credit Union." 
Ann Ransom/Future 
Opening the union to all students, 
even non-employees, has been pro-
Both Florida State University and 
the University of Florida ·have credit 
unions for their faculty and staff 
members. Thais Johnson, assistant 
manager of the FSU Credit U~on, 
said students are not permitted to 
A Credit Union employee processes a student's -account. The Credit Union 
is open to all faculty, and staff and student employees of UCF. 
Only one of these pens is thin 





It's the extra-fine rolling ball of Pilot's remarkable new Precise Ball Liner 
Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is. look atthe top photo again. 
It's the trim beauty on the bottom left.) 
But unlike the others. the real beauty of Pilot's Precise Ball Liner is 
the extra-fine line it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page 
because its tiny tungsten carbide ball is held securely within a needle:.like 
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Liner the most ~ 
durable. trouble-free rolling ba ll pen you can buy. ----· .. 
It's letter:writer'sjoy. An artist's dream. , ,;,,,,.,.._..-:'("""' · 
A scribbler's delight. 
One more fine point: the Pilot 
Precise Ball Liner doesn't 
have a big. fat price. 
lt'sjusta skinny 
$1 .19. [PILOT] 
Q[?.rCIS8 
The rolling ball pen that revolutionizes thin writing. 
The University Bookstore 
$5 off on Style, Cut and 
Blowdry to UCF Faculty 
and Stud.ents (w/ID). 
679 South East Lake 
Lon~wood, FL_ 32750 
. (305) 831-5937 
o..; bltd so11tll of SR 4.'l4 ou SR 427) 
FOR RENT 
SOCRATES DRIVE 
New Deluxe 2 bedroom 2 
bath townhouse completely 
equipped GE kitchen, carpet, 
drapes, and private patio. 







will be on the campus 
MONDAY 
NOVEMBER 15, 1982 
to discuss qualifications for 
advanced study at 
AMERICAN 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
and job opportunities 
in the field of 
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Interviews may be scheduled at 
800PERATIVE EDUCATION 
AND PLACEMENT 
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL 
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Thun-:Jerbird Campv1 
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In recognition of the handicapped 
Campus buildings may get-automatic doors soon 
by Caryn Adrian 
Future news 
The student senate Tuesday 
unanimously passed a resolution to 
investigate the fef;lsibility of install-
ing handicap access devices on cam-
pus and gave its author a standing 
ovation. 
Sen. Luci Johnson, who proposed 
the legislation, is legally blind. She 
serves as the Student Advisory 
Council's representative for the han-
dicapped. 
The resolution will allow the 
senate to seek joint funding from 
the State of Florida and UCF for 
long-term capital improvements, 
such as the installation of automatic 
doors. 
According to Johnson, the 
buildings which require automatic 
doors include: the Science 
Auditorium, the Educ.ation 
Building, Phillips Hall, the 
Engineering Building, the 
Chemistry Building, the Biol~gy 
Building, the Health Center and the 
two computer centers. 
The senate~s Service Committee is 
r ~ 
·Lion's loan available 
"'" 
by Deborah Parritt 
Future news 
Sponsors of an interest-free, · 
short-term loan for UCF students 
have yet to receive a single ap-
plication for the · funds. 
The loan, offered by the East 
Orange Lion's Club, may be 
neglected bec~use of its severe 
eligibility requirements, accor-
ding to Don McKennon, the club 
member who is administering the 
program. This is the first 
semester the loan has been of-
fered. 
To qualify, a student must be a 
junior or senior attending UCF. 
and a graduate of Colonial or 
Winter Park high schools. The 
student must live in the area 
bordered by Aloma A venue to the 
north, Semoran Boulevard to the 
west, the Bee Line Expressway to 
the south, and the St. John's 
River to the east. 
The Lion's Club wanted to put 
the money they had made by 
fund-raising activities back into 
the Union Park community, 
McKennon said. 
There is enough money in the 
program to fund three $200 loans 
per term. 
· Short-term loans are often need-
ed by students who have grants 
or other loans but who do not 
recei.ve their funds in time for 
registration, Don Baldwin, direc-
tor of financial aid, said. 
''When they come in here for 
short-ter m loans they are 
desperate; they almost have to 
have the money within a day or 
two,'' Baldwin said. 
Loan, page 24 ~ 
ADVERTISEMENT 
GOINGS ON ABOUT r ·owN 
KEilY'S RESTAURANTA 
WINNER! 
La.st week my dining companion and I 
had a chance to visit Kelly's Restaurant 
at Orlando Fashion Square Mall. Kelly's 
is Orlando's newest eatery which moved 
into the spot formerly occupied. by the 
Magic Pan Creperie. Our dirtjng exper-
-ience was simply w.onderful!" 
I started. with a bowl of French Omon 
SOup ($1.95) which was·lhe best I've ever 
tasted. My friend ordered the Kelly's 
Cheese &... Beer Soup ($1.95), a unique 
blend of Cheddar and Michelob. It was 
outstandingf 
-~1 ' 
We decided to split an order of Deep 
Fried Mushrooms ($2.45), batter dipped 
and served with a side of creamy horse-
radish sauce. I couldn't' believe the por-
tion Kelly's serves! What we thought was 
simply an appetizer turned out to be a 
delicious meal in itseW. 
Our entrees consisted of the Polynesian 
Chicken ($3.95) a boneless breast marin-
atoo in pineapple juice, teriyaki sauce, 
and sherry wine. It was served on a bed of 
fluffy rice pilaf. Kelly 's bills this as the 
"House Specialty" and after just one~ 
I could understand why. Both of us 
agreed that this is the finest presentation 
¢broiled chicken in the area. 
f or dessert my companion ordered the 
H9memade Mud Pie ($2.25) which we 
S • M • T • '¥' • T • f • S 
. L J 1213141s 
.. 6J 7. I 8 '-} 10 II 12 
----------------------
spht between the two · of · us. This 
chocolate cookie crust filled with coffee 
ice ere.am and cc. vered with thick 
~ocolate fudge was the end of any diet 
plans either of us might have con-
sidered! No matter what you try at 
Kelly's, I recomm.end you save room for 
the Mud Pie! · 
~·~elly's served liquor and featured a vari-
ety of c6cktails and frozen drinks. I 
believe Kelly's is the only place in the Fa-
shion Square Malf where you can get a 
drink while you're shopping. They run a 
"2 for l" Happy Hour daily from 2 p.m. to 
7 p.m., then again from 9 p.m. to mid-
;ught! On Wednesdays Kelly's has a "3 for 
1" Happy Hour from 5 to 6 p.m.! 
Kelly's is open late for the "after the 
movie" crowd from the Fashion Square 
.fot. Theaters. They have· a lit outside en-
.7ance to the East parking lot, so you can 
visit Kelly's even after the Mall itself is 
clooed. • •• 
FEEDBACK: I'm happy to report that 
the fine folks at the Knight's Table Res-
taurant in the Quality Inn, Colonial Drive 
and Alaf aya Trail, are offering a super 
new lunch bu.ff et. It is a full offering of 
soup, salad bar, and sandwich bar, with 
ciesserts and beverage for only $3.95! 
That's "all you can eat". It runs from 11 
a. m. to 2 p.m. iNery Monday through 
I'riday. ~rate it as the bf>st in the B.rM. 
expected to report on the possibility 
of joint funding by Dec. 1. 
Johnson said her main aim is to 
decrease handicapped people's 
dependency on others. 
"I'm legally blind, so I can't 
drive," Johnson said. "I've got to 
cope with that. I find it demeaning 
to have to ask to be driven around 
all the time." 
Johnson cited numerous problems 
that exist for handicapped students 
on campus. 
''In the Chemistry Building, there 
is no way that a person in a 
wheelchair can get into the 
bathrooms. A wheelchair just won't 
fit through the door. Yet, there is a 
stall in the bathroom built especially 
for handicapped students,'' she said. 
Johnson also noted that the new 
Computer Center, which is the ·most 
recently constructed building _on 
campus, has no automa.tic doors. 
"The old computer center had an 
outside elevator, but a wheelchair 
wouldn't fit," Johnson said. "People 
would back their wheelchairs into 
the elevator, but the doors wouldn't 
close.'' 
But the senator was pleased with 
the new construction at the Library. 
"Once they lower the ramp, they will 
i;nstall automatic doors," she said. 
Legislative Report 
MEASURES PASSED THIS WEEK 
Resolutlon 15-5 (Concernlr:ag Handicap Access Devices) 
Senator Luci Johnson introduced this measure which requires 
that the Senate Student Services Committee investigate the 
possibility of State and UCF funding for the installation of 
automatic doors in buildings not currently e'quipped 
0
with these 
necessities for handicapped students. The bill was passed by ac-
clamation of the Senate. 
Measures To Be Discussed Next Week 
A. Bill 15-5 (Providing Funds for the Amateur Radio Club) 
B. Bill 15-6 (Allocating Funds for Student Center Clerk/Typist II) 
C. Bill 15-7 (Allocating Funds to the Jazz Lab) • 
D. Bill 15-8 (Revising the Election Statutes) 
E. Bill 15-9 (Allocating Funds to Attend NAMSF Leadership Cont.) 
F. Resolution 15-6 (Concerning the Price of Campus Food) 
Respectfully Submitted 
~vid R. Kiser 
President Pro Tempore 
15th Student Senate 
FREE 
ADMISSION 
WITH COLLEGE I.D . 
. ' 





1112 Hours $1.00 Heineken 
/ For Infor·mation 
/ 
~ Call 295-3751 
NOT VALID FOR SPECIAL EVENTS 
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Final panic 
UCF counse.lo.rs say .students can reduce stress and save their grades by .Christmas 
- . 
by Deborah L. Horton or asking their teachers for extra 
Future news time, he Said. 
These methods of coping are not. 
To avoid stress brought on by usually effective, Harman said. 
final exams, students should keep · They result in sleeplessness, bad 
up with their school work now and 
maintain a balance between work, 
relaxing and having fun, according 
to Dr. Robert Harman, director of 
UCF's counseling and testing 
center. 
"This is the adjustment problem 
that a lot of freshmen go through," 
Harman said. 
Many students are accustomed to 
being told to do homework, and have 
a hard time disciplining themselves 
once they're on their own, he said . . 
Harman described two types of 
· students who feel a great deal of 
pressure and stress during exams: 
. those who try to make perfect 
grades and those who don't care 
about grades at all. 
''The pressure that we ·· feel is 
almost ·always self-induced," Har-
man said. · 
·Even though som:e students are 
pressured . to achieve by their 
. parents, the_ students can· choose 
how to deal with tha*' pressure, Har-
man added. 
"By trying to live up to someone's 
expectations other than your own, 
you put pressure on yourself,'' he 
said. · 
Most -Students try to solve the 
problem through some form of self 
abuse, such as cramming, drinking , 
coffee, taking pills, blaming others 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR·· 
11 AM to 7 PM'· ~~ 
2-FOR-1 DRINKS 
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS 
MONDAY 
eSl.OONIGHT 
$1.00 MIX DRINKS, 
BEER, FROZEN. 
eating habits, unhappiness, depres-
sion and anxiety. 
''Those kinds of feelings, for-
tunateo/, aren't permanent," Har-
man said. 
He offered several suggestions for 
coping with pressure once it occurs. 
"I ask students to take a look at 
what they value in life and what's 
MARGARITAS . 
2NEWWAVEBANDS 
. HEINEK~N & BECKS BEER $1.00 
TUESDAY •••••••••• 
•Drink or Drown 
really going to happen if they don't 
make their grades. So you make a 
'B' instead of an 'A'. What happens? 
Probably very little," he said. 
Students should also be aware of 
the sacrifices they will have to make 
when they first come to college. 
"If I'm going there to be a stu-
dent, I need to look at what kind of 
behavior I need to be a student,'' 
Harman said. 
Students should also seek help 
from their parents. If the student 
and parents have a hard time com-
. municating, Harman noted that the 
whole family can be counseled. 
''We look at the alternatives and 
help the student decide 'Where do 
we go from here?!" Harman said. 
"In six weeks there's still time to 
get on some sort of reasonable 
schedule," he said, although the 
answer is not to make a sudden 
switch. 
"The b~lance ought to exist 
throughout the semester. There's 
very little that can be done the night 
before finals," Harman said. 
Harman recommended three steps 
to begin preparing for finals: 
• Know what type of testing. situa-
tiQn you will be up against (whether 
the test will be essay, multiple 
choice, oral, etc.) · 
• Determine_ what you need to do to 
be ready (which chapters you must 
-read, what skills you should know, 
etc.) 
• Set up a schedule (such as number 
of pages per day) so that you will be 
caught up and ready to review dur-
ing finals week . 
Finally, students should not be 
afraid to ask for help from the school 
if they feel they need it. 
The Counseling and Testing 
Center offers free counseling to 
students, ranging from help in 
choosing majors to advice about 
coping . with depression. Most 
students are able to speak to a 
counselor within a day of their re-
quest, Harman said. 
• • • • • • •• • • • • ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • 
: .. FREE ADMISSION : · 
• • 
.: AFTER UCF GAME : . 
: WITH STUDENT f 
• • • • : l.D. : 
• • • • • • • . - . . . ••••••••••••••••••••••• . . 
•• • • • • • . ; 
8PMto12PM 
Girls $3{ Guys $5 . ORLANDO, FLA •. 
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•HAPPY HOUR 
All Day & Evening· 
2 For 1 Drinks 
S 1 Off Pitchers , 
HEINEKEN & BECKS BEER $1.00 
Billy Thorpe Nov 22 
• I . 
Every Nig~t S.pecial --
Domestic Bottle Beer $1. 00 
Bar BranJs $1.00 
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Ann Ransom/Future 
· A contest&Jlt springs into the mattress relay . 
Homecoming king Rasesh Thakkar Ann Ransom/Future 
is inildly thrilled. E. T. phones home-coming in the parade. 
Pam Glmson/Future 
Golden Girl Lisa Taylor and the UCF Marching Band. 
Eileen Samelson/Future 
Enjoying an "upside down" 












Rifle corps member looks sharp. 
~ Ann RansomlFuture Ann Ransom/Future 
Six-legged race proves challenging for these runners. 
Good, clean fun at Monster Mash. 
~ The Cocoanut Manor Orchestra jazzes it up on the 
Student Center Green. 
Warrens packed 'em in but questions still remain· 
by Katrina Kersey 
Future staff 
The phrase ''V eddy interesting, 
but ... " sums up the topic of last 
week's presentation by Lorraine 
and Ed Warren, billed as 
"America's foremost psychic 
researchers.'' 
Unfortunately, the program 
didn't live up to its billing. The 
doors opened past 8 p.m. after a 
chilled and weary waiting line h.ad 
wound itself around to the Stu-
dent Center cafeteria. The pro-
gram started a half hour past the 
scheduled time after the spec-
tators had been packed in like so 
many sardines. 
The pace of the show was incon-
sistent at best. The limelight kept 
flashing from home movies of the 
Warrens' tour through Europe to 
"tales to tremble by" from Ed 
Warren. 
For "psychic researchers" the 
Warrens mentioned very little 
about current parapsychology 
research. Most of the ''ghost 
photos" were ancient and of 
questionable documentation. · 
The presentation style was un-
professional, with numerous 
grammatical mistakes that caus-
ed even the college students to 
cringe. 
True to the billing, · however, 
the Warrens did discuss the reali-
ty of demonic possession in a 
manner reminiscent of a Hallo-
ween fireside ghost story. 
The · Warrens alternately had 
the audience· hanging on the edge 
of their seats and chuckling with 
skepticism as the couple describ-
ed girls plagued by demons just 
for playing with Ouija boards. 
The stories, told in lurid detail, ' 
would make any person's hair 
stand on end, and the Warrens 
seemed very sincere in their 
presentation of the "facts." · 
. "Poltergeists" was an event 
with. great potential for education 
and entertainment that woofully' 
!Jrlssed i~s mark. 
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On. 
Record 
by Wayne Starr 
ing revelation finds him realizing, 
"You want to do things I can't do. 
Always something breaking us in 
two." In another, he sadly admits, 
"Everything gives you cancer. 
There is no cure. There's no 
Bogey elicits fond meniories; 
gay adventure a real drag 
Future staff answer." by Bob Jaxson 
"Night and Day" is Joe Jackson Adventure edi tor 
at his best. He's found his niche and 
it fits him like a glove. Th~ only (Editor's note: The following artide 
thing left is for connoisseurs of fine . marks the return of staff writer Bob 
.cuisine to start "Steppin' Out" to Ja.xson, who has been on vacation. 
their favorite record stores and pick We're glad he's back ... we think.) 
up this champagne effort. 
MEN AT WORK 
. "Night and Day" 
Joe Jackson 
"Pl~y it again Sam;" probably the 
most favorite line never spoken in 
the classic film, "Casablanca." Yet 
it came to mind, along with a tremor 
of deja vu as I watched Bogey and 
Bergman on the small TY set in my 
disheveled apartment. 
Only 24 hours earlier I had been in 
an · equally tense drama in a near Opening the door, I thought I had 
Joe Jackson oozes class. On his catastrophic excursion to Atlanta. stepped into a psychedelic outtake 
fifth album, "Night and Day," he Surely, escaping from Rick's· Cafe from a Fellini movie. Standing 
sheds the "lemonhead" image tagg- Americflin in French Morrocco before that collection of sexual 
ed on him since "Is Sh~ Really Go- would have been an· easier plight mutants jolted my senses-much 
ing Out with Him?," his first hit "Business as Usual" than investigating the real-life like someone tossing an electric fan 
single. madness of the big city gay bar into a bathtub full of water. 
Now, more than three years later, Men At Work scene. But, that's entertainment. On. the spotlighted stage, a 
Jackson makes rock .music without "Of all the gin joints in · all the . quartet of female impersonators, 
the traditional rock 'n' roll tool--the First Australia sends us Split Enz towns in the world ... " As Bogey rat- · dressed in lame mini-skirts and pink 
guitar. and now, for our listening pleasure, tled off line after famous line, I ~oas, was singing "Bad Girls" as a 
His smooth, sweet piano melodies they export Men At Work, another recalled the Casablanca Tea Room, a masked dominatrix cracked a whip 
don't blow you over; they gently tasty pop outfit. mosque-like, white edifice situated to the beat. 
sway you with toe-tapping The Men's debut effort, "Business in the dingy bowels of inner Atlanta. The bartender must have noticed 
breeziness. Jackson has taken over as Usual," is packed with 10 "A dangerous place full of my stares. He introduced himself as 
the "piano man"' slot abandoned by goodies. From their current No. 1 vultures,. full of vultures ... " .When I Prince, a man-turned-woman dress-
Billy Joel. And he pulls it off : smash, the saxophone-driven "Who had left my plush hotel suite, I had ed as a man. He/she poured a tall 
without a hitch, as one tune softly Can It Be Now?," to their affec- no idea that the en.suing adventure glass of something called purple 
slides into the next. tionate salute- to their homeland would end up costing me three haze. I drank it in one gulp and 
Side one, the "Night Side," finds ("Down· Under"), to the haunting weeks pay, a night in jail and my ordered three more. 
the Englishman exploring life in "Touching the Untouchables," Men best pair of brass knuckles. But I'in Realizing that ii.o one would 
Manhattan-after dark. He's ob- At Work combine catchy pop jumping ahead. · b.elieve this story, I reached for my 
viously taken aback by what he sees. rhythms with intelligent lyrics to A chilling rain fell as I stepped not~pad and began scribbling, when 
Chinatown, uptown, downtown and create a satisfying musical ex- from the cab and sloshed toward the suddenly I felt a hand on iny thigh. 
even c&bl~ TV are the subjects of perience. red wooden door of the Tea Room. Tu,rning around, I looked up at a tall 
Jackson's tunes, all backed by Hopefully, this will pave the way . Before I could enter, an evil- transvestite who looked exactly like 
woozy synthesizers and finger- for a long spell of employment for looking doorman demanded to see Kate Smith. He fondled the silver 
snapping percussion. Men At Work. Business as usual in my "officiar' membership card. coke spoon around his neck and said, 
On the "Day Side," Jackson the land down under should con- Sensing trouble, I fumbled "Hello cutie. Wanna blow?" 
surveys the results of the previous tinue to mean more than just tennis through my wallet and produced a Startled, I dropped my writing 
evening's adventures. One gepress- players and kangaroos. · long-since expired musician's pen and as I .ben(down to pick it up, 
union card. Waving it quickly in Kate Smith stood over me and lifted 
front of the burly neanderthal, I told her/his dress. 
WELCOME NEW STUDENTS! 
The First Baptist Church of Oviedo 
. Dr. William R .. Marr, Pastor 
stan Tillman, Minister of .Youth le Educotion 




.. '9etro Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church 
Fresh! Alive! Exciting! Bible-Centered! 
Evangelistic! A .Church on the Grow! 
Anchored to the rock, an~ planning for the ·future! 
College• Career Blble Stu~dY 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 8:30•11:00 a.m. 
Warm Evening Worship Service 7 p.m. 
Call for times of: . 
Wednesday Prayer Meeting •Choirs 
Co-Sponsor of UCF Baptist Campus Ministry 
UCF STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES 
Call for free transportation 
Office: 365-3484 
24-Hour Message Service_ J Pastor's Home - 365-375i 
him I was a l'ast-minute stand-in for The purple. hazes and ·culture 
an ailing backup singer. He frowned shock took effect. I managed to pull 
in disbelief but when I slipped him a my brass knuckles onto my trembl-
fifty-dollar bill, he motioned toward 
the door. Atlanta, page 11 
Aristocrat HAIR Designs 
Precision Haircutting To Your Specification 
,@REDI<EN UCFBlvd. 
Salon Prescription Center • 




. Fri 9am-6pn:i 
(Walk-ins Welcome Too) 
University Square Shopping c;enter 
(Next to Jewelry Store) 
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Coming Attractions ... R'n'R 
Night Owls 
Another in the famous late 
night activities series occurs 
again Nov. 12, in the Student 
Center Gameroom as the PAC 
Recreation Committee presents 
Game Night from 10 p.m. to 5 
a.m. Included in this popular ex-
. travaganza will be free munchies 
and caffeine, free billiards, table 
tennis, snooker, cards and board 
games. As always, video addicts 
can play electronic games at the 
regular prices. 
Ree-Lax 
If tension and stress are mak-
ing you uptight, be in the SCA 
on Nov. 15, when the PAC 
Educatfon and Leisure Commit-
tee presents 'noted speaker and 
relaxation therapist, Jerry 
Teplitz. Teplitz will help you 
learn to avoid and cope with the 
rigors of stress, brought on by . 
such factors as exams, personal 
relationships and bad attitude. 
Admission to this 8 p.m. session 
is _absolutely free . 
Women's Art 
The Women in Art House 
Gallery presents ''lmpresiones 
de Ayer y Hoy," a recollective 
review of intaglio and 
lithography prints by Ines M.L. 
Schmook, Nov. 12-26. The public 
is invited to the opening recep-
tion on Nov. 12 from 8 to 10 
p.m. The gallery, located at 609 
E. Central Blvd., Orlando, will 
be open on Nov. 14 and 21, from 
1 to 5 p.m. 
Atlanta-- from page 10 
ing fingers and in a blurred fog, I 
smashed Kate Smith in the ab-
domen. Then everything went black . 
"Cash it in and don't come back." 
• •• 
A1if in a dream, I awoke the next 
day in the stark confines of a 
precmct jail cell. Rubbing the 
baseball-sized lump on my head, I 
blinked in disbelief when a husky 
voice said, "OK, you can go now." It 
was Kate Smith (who was actually-a 
Lt. Blucher from the vice squad). 
Unfortunately, I had been mistaken 
for a reputed drug dealer and had 
walked into a massi_ve undercover 
operation the night before. 
After a long ordeal of phone calls, 
fingerprinting and other red tape, I 
was released, given a train ticket to 
Orlando and instructed to never 
visit Atlanta again . 
• •• 
"Casablanca" was ending. Ingrid 
Bergman was on the plane and 
Humphrey Bogart was standing in 
the rain. I turned the TV off and 
poured a nightcap, thinking again of 
Lt. Blucher in that silly dress. 
"Here's looking at you, kid." 
Get High 
The 18th Annual Official Florida 
State Air Fair takes place this 
weekend, Nov. 6 & 7, at the 
Kissimmee Municipal Airport. 
Gates open at 9 a.m. with free 
parking available. Admission is $7 
and proceeds benefit the United 
Way. 
Loch Haven 
"Dersu Uzala," winner of the 
197 5 Academy Award for best 
foreign film, will be shown this 
weekend, Nov. 5-6, at 8 p.m. at 
the Loch Haven Art Center. Ad-
mission is $2. 
On Nov. 7, the sounds of New 
Orleans jazz will fill the Art 
Center auditorium when the 
Navy Orlando Dixieland Band, 
"Deep Six," performs a free con-
cert starting at 2:30 p.m. 
Musical Notes 
The UCF music department 
presents guest pianist, Panayis 
Lyras, in concert on Nov. 9 at 
noon in the Music Rehearsal 
Hall. 
The UCF Choir will be appear-
ing with Paul Anka on Nov. 12 
_at the Tupperware Auditorium 
at 8 p.m. 
As part of the continuing 
Faculty Artist Series, the music 
department presents Sabina 
Micarelli and Dr. Gary Wolfe in 
a recital on Nov. 14 at 3 p.m. in 
the rehearsal hall. For more ~n­
formation about these programs, 
contact the music department of-
fice at x-2867 .. 
Central Florida will rock to the 
sounds of Heart and John 
Cougar on Nov. 13 at 8 p.m. in 
the Lakeland Civic Center. 
Tickets ·are $10.50 limited ad-
vance, $12.50 general admission 
and are available at the civic 
center box office, Altamonte 
Mall and Fashion Square. 
Fashion 
"The Changing Face of Men's 
Fashion" will be illustrated in a 
fashion present~tion in Robin-
son's Men Shops at 5:30 p.m. on 
Nov. 11 at the Altamonte Mall. 
A special feature of the event 
will be a commentary by Pieter 
O'Brien, a fashion editor of 
Gentlemen's Quarterly 
magazine. Representatives from 
the houses of Alexander Julian, 
Gant, Henry Grethel and Robert 
Stock will also be present. 
How to procrastinate tastefully. 
· Page 12 
SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK! 
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GOLDENROD 
Time wise - SOC is closer 
to students in yellow 
area than the main 
campus isl Consider traf-
. fi~, 1-4, E/W Expressway, 
distance ... 
e.g. save 10 minutes from 
Altamonte Springs 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS 
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive 
Ph. 855-0881 
In Orlando Central Park 
On South U.S. 441 
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR 
CHOOSE LOWER .DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION 
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITH YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP 










AMH 2020 HUM 2230 
COC 1100 MAC 1104 
ECO 2023 MAN 3010 
ENC 1101 POS 2041 
ENC 1102 PSC 1512 
GEO 1200 SPC 1014 
2 hr. elective· ZOO 1020 












· I .... __ ED_U_C_A_T_IO_N_a_n_d_G_R_A_D_U_A_TE_E_N_G_IN_E....,E~_IN_G_cl_a_ss_e_s _al_so_a_v_a_il_a_bl_e_a_t _so_c_._P_L_EA_S_E_C_A_LL___. 
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a· Decwriter II computer terminal tied to the main 
campus. UCF students located in SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equip· 
ment. . 
*To ensure your place in th~se courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to SOC (855-0881) -
~0-5 any day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment 





University of Central Florida's 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC) 
offers 
CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRA.DUATE students 
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER fo'r them NOW by PHONE at SOC (855-0881) - 10-
5 any day. You then. register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment time by 















































PFX NO SEC SEM COURSE TITLE DAY PM TIME 
HRS 
ACC 2021 51 3 Principles of Accounting II MON 6-9 
AMH .2020 51 3 U.S. History: 18n-Present THR 6-9 
ANT 3410 91 3 Cultural Anthropology (NO PRE-REQ) THR 6-9 
coc 1100 51 3 Introduction to Computer Science MON/WED 8-10/9-10 
ECO 2023 51 3 Principles of Economics II TUE 7-10 
ENC 1101 51 3 Composition I THR . 6-9 
ENC 1102 51 3 Composition II TUE 7-10 
ENC 3210 51 3 . Professional Report Writing I MON 6-9 
ENC 3210 -52 3 Professional Report Writing I MON 6-9 
GEO 1200 51 3 Physical Geography WED 6-9 
HSC 3081 51 3 Medical Self Assessment WED 6-9 
HUM 2230 51 3 Western Humanities II THR 6-9 
. JOU 3003 51 3 History of American Journalism TUE 6-9 
MAC 1104 51 3 College Algebra TUE/THR . 5-7/9-10 
MAC 3233 51 3 Concepts of Calculus MON/WED 9-10/8-10 
MAN 3010 , 51 3 Management of Organizations THR 6-9 
MAN 3504 51 3 · Production/Operations Management WED 6-9 
MAR 3023 51 3 Marketing· TUE 6-9 
MMC 4200 51 3 Mass Communication .Law MON 6-9 
POS 2041 V51 3 American Nat'I Government (TVTAPE) Asct 
POS 3235 51 4 Mass Media & Politics TUE 6-10 
PSB 3442 51 3 Drugs & Behavior WED 6-9 
psc 1512 51 3 Physical Science THR 3-6 
SPC 1014 51 3 Fund. of Oral Communication TUE 2-5 
. SPC 1014 52 3 Fund. of Oral Communication WED . 6-9 
SPC 1014 53 3 Fund. of Oral Communication THR 3-6 
STA 3023 51 . 3 Fund. of Probability & Statistics MON/WED 9-10/6-8 
zoo. 1020 V51 2 Biology of Man (TV TAPE) fASC 
. .. ~ 
PM MONDAY PM TUESDl'Y PM WEDNESDAY PM THURSDAY 
• 2 sessions per. week 
2-5 SPC 1014-51 3-6 PSC 1512 -0 
I 
3-6 SPC 1014-53 )> 
5-7 *MAC 11.04 z 
6-8 *STA3023 
6-9 ACC2021 6-9 JOU 3003 6-9 GEO 1200 6-9 AMH2020 -< 
6-9 ~NC3210 6-9 MAR3023 6-9 HSC3081 6-9 ANT 3410 0 c 
6-9 ENC3210 6-9 MAN 3504 6-9 ENC 1101 AJ 
6-9 MMC4200 7-10 EC02023 6-9 PSB 3442 6-9 . HUM2230 
8-10 •coc 1100 7-10 .. ENC 1102 . 6-9 SPC 1014-52 6-'1 MAN 3010 · en 
9-10 *MAC3233 8-10 *MAC3233 0 :I: 
9-10 *STA3023 9-10 ·coc 1100 9-10 *MAC 1104 m 
0 




Arrange viewing day and time with TV Technician 
YOUR ATI-ENTION PLEASE! 
. SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS . 
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive 
Ph. 855·0881 
IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN 
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT THE 
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS 
In Orlando Central Pai'k 
On South U.S. 441 
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR , 
PLAN CAREFULLY 
so 
FREE PARKING TEXTBOOK SALES 
soc 
McCOY ..._ __ .... 
Pa2e 14_ 
·It.• Qtvio'g . 
"'' NAUTILUS CENTER, INC. 
Lake Underhill & Golden.rod Rd. 
Rena's Village Plaza 
...... 
25 Machines •• Co·Ed .. 0 
: L . , ._.. 
~ , 
Grand Opening Special 
. $175.00 · ~ 
. ~ 
Rena's Village .,'N~e..w0' ~ 
. Plaza · • 
LK. Underhill Rd. 
281-0030 
IF YOU· LIKE BANKING 
. . 
.MADE EASY 
YOU'LL LOVE US 
The Citizens Bank of Oviedo is 
·1ocated just minutes from the 
u.c.F. campus. we ·have spacious 
parking, fast drive in tellers and 
two Cl.TIZENS 24 HR automated 
tellers.in Oviedo and at U.C.F. in 
the new_A.T.M. building. All to 
make IJanking easy_ for you. 
Everything you will ever 
need from a Full service Bank is 
yours at .... 
• 
· YOJ)JtF.RIENDL Y 
. '. 156 G.ENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765 
·'@·MEMBEAFDIC . (305) 365.-6611 
:Goodnews: 
1 for young drivers: 1 
I . I 
II Criterion takes the hassle I 
II · out of car insurance. I 
I You've got enough hassles - you don't need I 
II one with your car insurance. So join the Criterion • Crowd and enjoy these benefits: • 
I • Low down-payment and drive. I 
· I • Stretch your payments out over 9 months. I 
. · I •Money-saving deductibles and discounts. I 
I •Fast-action 24-hour claim service I 
I throughout the U_.S. 
• • Famous Criterion seryice and dependability. 1
11 • • Free rate quote right over the phone . 
I I 
I Call: 645-1488 I 
I 3131 Corrine Drive I 
I Orlando · II 
1 · ·~ Criterion . 11 
I v-t:T INSURANCE COMPANY I 
'• •• • •cuP& SAVEi •••• , 
~ // VISIT THE 
~~ ~ KNIGHT'S TABLE 
/~-'.~/ LUNCHEON BUFFET! 
~/ 
~ 
Enjoy your _· ~7' 
favorites:;~~-
. -~ 
*. SALAD BAR ·* VEGETABLES 
.*SOUPS 
* ASSORTED SANDWICHES * DESSERTS ·* BEVERAGES. 
I... 
ALL YOU CAN EAT $3.95 
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Monday-Friday 
Those on a limited time ·tor 
lunch will enjoy this new buffet 
feature. Eat lunch at y·our pace 
at a price you can afford! 
HAPPY HOUR 
"3for1" 
WEDNESDAYS 5-6 p.m. 
"2 for 1'' ALLDAY 
SUNDAY· & MONDAY 
Knight's Table Restaurant 
V2 mile South of UCF at 
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SPORTS WEEK 
Stacked Eileen SomelsonlFuture 
Cheerleaders help.lift spirits despite homecoming loss 
Men's soccer upsets Tainpa 
Jose A. Fajardo 
Future sports 
The UCF men's soccer team 
destroyed the 1981 Division II 
National Champions, th~ University 
of Tampa Spartans, in an exciting 
battle that ended with UCF in front 3-
1. 
UCF's leading scorer Rony Fran-
cois scored the first goal of the match 
as he shot a bullet off the slow Spar-
tan keeper's hands. The first half en-
ded with a 1-0 score, reflecting ex-
cellent midfield control by the 
Knights. 
The Spartans quickly evened the 
score in the second half when Swede 
Goran Swardh placed the ball in the 
net. 
It was a tough battle throughout 
the game, with both teams displaying 
harsh physical tactics. in order to gain 
control of the ball. 
The game broke open when Rony 
Francois tallied again on a header 
from a Robert Liut serve. The 
Knights took the lead 2-1. 
Mike Blanchar put the icing on the 
cake as he put in the third and win-
ning goal on a hard shot from the out-
side. 
This win" lifts the Knight record to 
10-2-2 and a possible entry back into 
the Division II polls. 
Meanwhile, the University of Tam-
pa's record is· blemished with one loss 
as the Spartans end a 33 game Win-
ning streak. The Spartans are curren-
tly ranked first in the nation in 
Division II. 
Basketball season opens 
by Mike Candelaria 
Future sports 
With basketb~ season two 
weeks away, head coach Torchy 
Clark isn't optimistic about the 
team's outlook. 
· One problem is that "there are 
higher academic standards now," 
Clark said, "and grades come out 
right in the heart of the basket-
ball season.'' 
Two years ago, student ~thletes 
were able to compete even with 
grades below the UCF 2.0 
minimum grade point average. · 
Now, they· are automatically on 
probation once they score below 
the GPA base. 
"The schedule is like football's 
(schedule), maybe even a tad 
harder. And money is extremely 
low. Any of these three can put 
you behind the eight_ ball," Clark 
said. · 
Recruiting will especially be 
hurt, Clark says, by .the tougher 
academic standards because he 
will no longer be able to get the 
excellent athlete in school who is 
only a marginal student. 
Also, according to Clark, the 
upgraded schedule presents a· 
two-fold· problem. 
UCF's team has been nationally 
ranked in the last seven years, 
winning the Sunshine State con-
ference four times and finishing 
second three times during those 
years. 
Clark said the team's op-
ponents are good, each with 
several key players returning, but 
the teams are not from big-name 
schools. Thus, the average fan 
may not appreciate the quality of 
the opposition and expect too 
much from the Knights. 
A perfect example is Division I 
opponent Towson State, which 
has three returning starters, one 
who is 6 feet 9 inches and one who 
is 6 feet 5 inches tall. That's a for-
midable team, but have people · 
heard of Towson State? 
Then there is the money situa-· 
tion. According to Athletic 
Business Manager Bill Goldsby, 1 
most athletic programs across the 
country are having some financial 
problems . . However, Clark says 
the problem can become especial-
ly acute when higher academic 
standards · and an upgraded 
schedule are combined. 
The Knights, who never had a 
losing season in the program's 
13-year history, have been prac-
ticing hard since Oct. 15. 
However, this year they may be 
in for a long, disappointing 1· 
season. 
~appa Alpha: steal the game? Eileen Samelson/Future 
Thyhsen won't talk, Agee bids for starting position 
by Lee Lerner 
Future sports 
It's the perfect mystery. Eight 
brutal beatings and the star witness 
isn't talking. 
For Knight fans wondering what 
the problem is with their team after 
the catastrophic 0-8 start, they'll get 
·no answer from the person perhaps 
most qualified to comment on it, 
starting quarterback Dana 
Thyhsen. 
Thyhsen, the 6-foot-4-inch 
195-pound sophomore from Deland, 
has appeared in all eight of the UCF 
losses but refuses ·to talk to the 
press about them until after the 
season is over. Thyhsen explained 
that he would rather give all his ef-
forts to the team. 
Those efforts so far have brought 
this sQent leader much acclaim from 
both teammates and coaches despite 
the losing record. 
"He's a tremendous leader and a 
great team man," said head football 
coach Weir. In addition, Weir claims 
Thyhsen had no obj,ection to sharing 
his positfon when the rotating 
quarterback system was brought in 
to play this season even though it 
meant less playing time. 
Thyhsen came to UCF this season 
as a transfer from a community col-
lege in Kansas and so far this season · 
has completed 67 ·of 162 passes for 
835 yards including three · 
touchdown passes. However, he's 
been stung 11 times for intercep-
tions. 
Weir feels that Thyhsen is 
satisfied with his own performance 
this year aside from the intercep-
tions . and thinks he is definitely 
playing up to his own potential. 
Another side of the rotating 
quarterback system features the 
strong-armed freshman Raymond 
Agee. The 6-foot-4-inch 190 pounder 
from Auburndale has thrown for 510 
·yards in . limited action so far this 
season, completing 43of104 passes. 
Agee, in his Auburndale high 
school career, passed for over 4,000 
yards in just three seasons, in-
cluding 1,500 of them in his senior 
year. Coming to UCF, Agee made a 
respectable bid for the starting 
quarterback job this year and more 
recently has seen much action as 
Weir rotated Thyhsen, freshman 
Jaime Lugo and himself at the 
quarterback spot. 
Weir considers Agee to be a hard 
thrower with "tremendous pote~­
tial" who will make a serious bid at 
the starting quarterback slot next 
year. 
Agee sees himself as primarily a 
passing quarterback who favors the 
rotating system only because it 
allows him playing time that be 
otherwise niight not see. According 
to him, the experience he's gaining 
this year will be a major factor in his 
bid for the starting job next year; a 
job he's confident he can earn. 
As for the rest of the season, Agee 
thinks the offense can improve with 
a lot of hard work to try and correct 
the breakdowns in the offensive line. 
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Corson-Newman · another poNelha.Ee New ·recruits 
add depth 
to golf team 
· by Dave Miller 
Future sports 
The Fighting Knights ·take on 
Carson-Newman · tomorrow after-
noon at the Tangerine Bowl. 
The Eagles are. 7·1 and ranked 
fifth in the nation in the National 
Associ~tion for Intercollegiate 
Athletics. 
"They are definitely a strong 
team," UCF head coach Sammy 
Weir said. '·'With their strong of· 
fense it could be tough on us." 
Being tough on competitors is 
what the Eagles have been stressing 
all season. The Eagles have averag· 
ed scoring almost twice as many 
points offensively as they give up 
defensively. 
Pam Gimson/Future 
by Jose A. ~ajardo 
Future sports 
A new dimension has been add-
ed to the UCF men's golf team 
this year: depth. 
Head golf coach Wayne Mendel 
said the 12 strong golfers on the 
team will make this year a "hap-
py experience" for him. "Now I 
don't have to go out there with 
five or six guys and know that on-
ly four can play," he said. "Now I 
know that all six can play and 
contribute to the team in some 
way,''. Mendel added. 
Capitalizing on using a solid runn· 
ing game, Carson-Newman has rush· 
ed for over 2,400 yards. "Their in- · 
side running game is real strong,'' 
Weir said. "We've got to shut them 
down inside first and then look at 
stopping their option.'' 
Thyhsen shares role as punter as well as QB 
All this depth comes from four . 
new top players. Heading the list 
is Matt Christy, a junior from 
Royal Oak, Michigan and winner 
of the Embry-Riddle Invitational 
earlier this season. Other new 
players on the team are Steve 
Girad, freshman Mike Freeman of 
Res ton, Virginia and John 
DiMarco, a junior from Will-
ingboro, New Jersey. 
Eagles Fullback Hugh Rutledge 
powers the rushing attack with 866 
yards. Rutledge averages 5.8 yards 
every carry and has tallied up eight 
touchdowns. 
"He's awesome," Weir said. "He 
is very powerful and we expect their 
. rushing attack to be based behind 
· - his performance.'' 
· In the backfield with Rutledge is 
Boyce Green, '~the speed back," as 
Weir puts it. "He's the one they go 
to when they work on the option and 
run outside," he said. 
Sophomore Jeff Joslin quarter-
backs the . Eagles. Although not 
highly regarded as a great passer, 
Joslin has thrown for 622 yards and 
four touchdowns. Still, Joslin's inex· 
perience is shown by his seven in-
terceptions. 
"He's the type of quarterback 
that can run when he wants to. He's 
got quick feet and can run the option 
very well,'' Weir said. 
This is the second meeting bet· 
ween the two teams '. The Eagles 
defeated the Knights · in 1980 
30-21 but were forced to forfeit the 
win after it was learned that Carson· 
Newman used an ineligible player. 







TO PROVE It 
All Barnett Ban.ks are 
members of m1c. 
spoiled the Knights' homecoming by 
a solid 41-7. 
The Brayes opened their offensive 
attack early on the Knights, scoring 
first and then never letting up. 
''I thought there were a lot of 
things we did well," Weir said. "But 
we just couldn't stop their option. 
They are a ,.lot better football team 
than we are.'' 
At one point in the game it looked 
as if the Knights were going to be 
the fourth team kept scoreless this 
season by the ·Braves defense until 
Dana Thyhsen hit Mike Collier for a 
39-yard touchdown. 
The top returning player and 
the team's number one man is 
Brad Estes. Estes scored a 
72-76-71 in the men's first tourna-
ment in Stetson's Fall Inter-
collegiate Golf Tournament for a 
total of 219 to tie him for first 
place. Estes went on to lose in the 
play-off. "Brad Estes is definitely 
the leader of the team," Mendel 
said. 







Beast Nite Starting~a PM 
Moosehead & Elephant 
$1.00 Bottle Beer 
THURSDAY 
LadiE!~_Nite Free Drott 
For Ladies 8 • 1 O._-. 
FRIDAY 
. Extra HOQQY· 
"Hour 4-8 · 
WEDN~SDAY SATURDAY. 
~reek ~tght ~ UCF Home FootbaU Game 
$2.50 pitchers all . Happy Hour 
night with Greek Still 10 
jersey or pin . 
. SUNDAY All Imports $1.10 
ALSO: 
Saturday 
2.50 Pitchers from 
5-10 
25 f: Hot Dogs 
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• • • Sports· Briefs • • • 
The Knight_ men's and women's UCF time with a 19:44 run over 5,000 
cross country teams finished their meters. Both the men and the women 
season this weekend in the NCAA were the top teams in the Sunshine 
Division II regionals held at West State Conference, outdistancing all 
Georgia -College. The men's squad SSC opponents in each division. 
finished seventh <?Verall in the com- · • • • 
petition won by Troy State. Senior The UCF women's soccer team 
Mike Harnage was UCF's top runner, received a bye in the opening round of 
ending 19th overall with a time of the NCAA tournament this weekend. 
32:50 over the 10,000 meter course. The undefeated Knights are one of 
The women finished eighth in the four teams that received the by along 
women's division, also won by Troy with North Carolina, the University 
State. Cindy Jurss turned in the best of Missouri-St. Louis and Connec-
Ann Ransom/Future 
Newcomer Mike Freeman 




American and Mediterranean 
Cuisine 
Specializing In Greek Food 
. ' 
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and 
Wild Game 
Fine Wines 
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till 




ticut. UCF will host the regional mat-
ch on the weekend of November 13-14 
against the winner of Massachusetts 
versus the University of Rochester. 
The Knights, currently ranked fourth 
in the nation with an 8-0-2_ record, will 
also host the NCAA Women's Soccer 
National -Championships on Novem-
ber 20-21. 
• • • 
The UCF. women's volleyball team 
finished the Jacksonville Invitational 
in third place over the weeke~d.- The 
Lady Knights upped their record to 
.21-22 with the 5-2 tournament per-
formance and their · Sunshine State 
Conference record now stands at 6-2. 
The Lady Knights, ranked 20th in the 
latest Division II national poll, pulled 
off an upset in the tournament by-
defeating Florida International, 
ranked in the top ten. The Lady 
Knights will travel to Jacksonville on 
November 6 to challenge Jacksonville 
and Stetson. 
~ foto.express ~ 
e~ ~ . . ~·~~ 
~~ ~~ . . \SI~ ~~ 
~~,<Oc.0 Quality film developing! o,,~, 'I' 
Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
Some See Us! 
10%Discount on Film Developing 
Student ·1. _D. required for discount 
M-F 
8:30-6:30 
810 Orlando Ave. 
Winter Park, FL. 32789 
305-628-2258 
University Square Shopping Center 





4316Curry Ford Rd. 
Orlando, FL. 32806 
305-894-7893 
Other top returning players are 
Terry Martin, a senior from 
Portland, Oregon and ·Scott LeDuc a 
junior from Manchester, New 
Hampshire .. 
UCF placed fourth and sixth, as 
the Knights split themselves into 
· two teams, black and gold. The gold 
team, consisting of Christy, Estes, 
Martin, DiMarco and Dave Brocho 
scored a 916 to place fourth. The 
black team scored 929 to place 
sixth. On the black team were Girad, 
Freedman, LeDuc, sCott Heuler, a 
sophomore from Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin and Neil Kindy, a senior 
from Sanford. 
Things YQUr mother 
never told you 
about Sec-s. 
According to Mendel, if the top 
five players were playing together in 
that tournament, UCF would have 
placed first by five shots. . 
This year's advantages for Mendel 
will be the ability of switching 
around players to comfort the situa-
- tion. ''Last year we had basically the 
same five or six players going into a 
tournament. If one or two were play-
ing badly, there was no way I could 
replace them with someone who 
would be playing better. This year if 
someone in the top five is playing 
badly, I can switch people around 
and improve the teants performance. 
That's a luxury we haven't had in 
the past,'' Mendel explained. 
The team will play in the 36th An-
nual State of Florida Intercollegiate 
Athletics tournament this weekend 
in Sebring. Then they will have one 
more tournament before their full 
season is over. The spring season 
consists of six regular season tour-
naments. 
Mendel contends, "It's going to 
be a good year for us. We're going to 
surprise some people.'' 
Qt A . mer1can Heart Association 
WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
Secs can be good. 
And when it's Hiram Walker 
Triple Sec, it isn't just good 
It's fantastic! (Sorry, Mom.) 
' j 
Secs can be respectable. 
Introduce your friends to 
Hiram Walker Triple Sec 
on the_ rocks. Watch 
how quickly they 
respect you for 
yourtnind. 
it::.;;;;~~~?~ 
Secs can be appealing 
Succulent Spanish and 
Curagao oranges 
give Hiram Walker 
· its See's appeal. 
So try some. 
. And discover 
love at first sip. 
HIRAIV.t WALKER TRIPLE SEC 
For a fr~e recipe boo klet. vm te Hiram Walker Cordials. PO Box 2235. Farmington Hills. Mich. 48018 c 1982. 'lriple Sec: 60 Proof Liqueur. Hiram Walker Inc .. Farmington Hills, Mich. 
,,-
.-
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UCF receives award for Crimewatch efforts 
by Katrina Kersey 
Future news 
UCF's communication depart-
ment recently received the William 
M. Liddon memorial award for its 
contribution to the Crimewatch ~O­
gram. of Central Florida. 
Dr. Raymond Buchanan, chair-
man of the department,. accepted, the 
award, which is the · highest honor 
that the program gives. 
The communication department 
produces the television re~ 
enactments of crime.s that are seen 
on local newscasts, according to Dr. 
Thomas Morgan, one of the charter 
membe~s of the Crimewatch pro-
gram. 
Approximately 127 students have 
participated in the program. 
Morgan said the program was a 
chance "to get students involved 
with real-:life situations and rub 
shoulder~ with the local media" 
which could provide jobs to 
graduates. 
The Crimewatch program is a co-
operative effort by the local police 
department, the media and the 
UCF's production facilities to stop 
crime. 
The re-enactments sometimes are 
dangerous, according to Morgan. ·A 
hit-and-run scenario was staged on 
Interstate 4, with a car actually 
making a high-speed run while state 
troopers stopped traffic. 
The program also pays rewards 
for information leading to the solu· 
tion of a crime, while the informant 
remains anonymous. 
"We've left rewards under napkin 
holders in a Burger King'' as re-
quested by an informant, Morgan 
said. 
Orlando was the second city in the 
country to start this type of pro-
gram. It is a non-profit organization 
and receives no tax support from the 
Tim Tl'PING·coMP ANY 




NANCY LANFERSIEK (Owner) '-Resumes 
Competitive Rates 
(305J 677-1936 •Reports 
Pick up & Delivery •Letters 
8381 Roanne D ... ve 
Ortando, FL 32817 
(Off University Blvd.) 
Special discount on GREEK lettering,w/UCF 1.0. Plus an extra 10% off. 
~ The FinalTouch . . 
:eJ'MoNOGRAMMING 
FEATURING GREEK LETTERS 
and many other styles 
MOST ANYTHING 628-4452 238 Park Ave., N. 
MONOGRAMMED OPEN TWRFS 10-5 Winter Park 
1''".llllllllllll.l.l.ll.l.ll~llllllllll1 
I '~1 . SALE -. I 
I ~ I I 20% Off All Ladies Diamorid Fastiion Rings I 
I· 20%ott 1· I $2.00 off Gold Beads I 
1
111ii1 Any Watch of OVIEDO JEWELERS I 
~ Expert Watch and 
11 I Any Watch or Jewelry Repairs I 
I Jewelry Repair I 
I Over $10.00 24 E. Broadway I I: P.O. Box 1234 I· I Oviedo, FL 32765 I 
,L...,,...,,...,...,...,....,.c..cr..cr..cr.u11111111111111111J 
@RED KEN SALON PERSCRIPTION • 1~ RE~~EN SAL~ 
z · Azeem Hairstyling ~ 
o m 
- = ~ ~ 
~ The Scientific Approach to a Total Look g 
u for Men ·and Women .. .lncludes Hair analysis '; 
~ . . ~ = -~ OPEN. ~ 
9-5 Tues. - Sat. 
Thurs. Eve. 
by Appt. Only 





No Gratuities Please ~ ~ 
z '!! ~ > ~ 
~ 7213 Curry Ford Rd. ~ 
Q Orlando @r-
i 273-1313 @REDKEN ~ 
• NOI.LdlH3SH3d Noivs N3>103H @ • NOl.LdIH3S' ~ 
city. Crimewatch is modeled after a 
program called Crimestoppers that 
Dr. Robert Doering of the engineer· 
ing department observed in Albu-
querque. 
The new program was called 
Crimewatch after Channel. 6's 
N ewswatch program, which was in· 
strumental in the program's crea· 
ti on. 
WUCF--------------frompagel 
Fowles also pointed this out. "The. 
students aren't looking at .the whole. 
They are not looking at what they 
have to work with for equipment, paid 
position and lah training," he said. 
Mary Scott, chairman of the fun. 
draising committee of the station's 
board of directors, said, ''When you 
go into a company, you have to 
· present them with.an image. The first 
time you mention rock and roll as a 
basic format, you 're going to turn off 
a lot of people.'' 
But Scott also said, "There are 
going to be a number of agencies that 
will fund just because they're 
(WUCF-FM) associated with the 
university." 
Barely a year ago, the stations' 
BOD conducted a survey of dor-
mitory students, administrators, 
faculty and the community, staffer 
Jim Taylor said. "The students 
definitely wanted a top 40 rock and 
roll station." 
Alternative format changes were 
proposed at the meeting and will be 
presented to the BOD's fundraising 
committee's next meeting Tuesday. 
\ 
Join Us-Sun. Nov. 21. 
Airplane and Glider Contest· 
8:00-S:OOPM • 
FL YING. SEMINOLE RANCH 
WE OFFER: 
•Airplane & Glider Rides 
•Rental 
• lnstrucUon Weekday Discount On Glider Rentals 
For Information Call 365-3201 
(3 Miles East Of Oviedo On Hwy. 419 South} 
COUNTRY FLORIST 
SPECIAL OCCASIONS 'WEDDINGS* BANQUETS 
*WIRE SERVICE 
10%Student 
~ Discount with 
Student l.D. . [677-3§.i:?::J 
.~ · 
7480 University Blvd, University Square 
Orlando, Florida 32807 (excluding wire service) 
, TERRITORIAL SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
Prominent Central Florlda Food Processor and distributor is seeking a college-
educated (business administration) individual for position as entry level sales represen· 
tatlve. Sales experience helpful but not necessary. Some travel Is expected. 
.The sales representative will be responsible for solicitation of new accounts in addition 
to maintaining existing accounts. The individtJal will also o:ssist the branch managers 
and route sales personnel with creative suggeStions aimed at increasing sales volume. 
\ 
This Is a rewarding and challenging positlon with an excellent opportunity for advan-
. cement. The package includes excellent salary, paid expenses, good benefits, and a 
company car once a sales territory is assigned. 
Start your sales career by sending your resume, including salary/history/requirements in 
confidence to : · 
PERSONNEL MANAGER 
P.O. Box 3033 
Orlando, FL 32802 an equal opportunity employer mlf 
r&uvi0Er·1·~i1~1 
: With this co"t9" : ·e C'OIU'J.1 : J . : 
I ,. , 
: . : ~ : 
i ' ~ Expires 11-19-82 i 
i Deluxe Sundal!! DinMt : 
• l'.ANNOT BE Clla!BIWEO WITII All! OTH!J CUUPIJ~ O~ 
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UCF skiers head north,seek the snow !t;0 #~Pizzeria! 
by Wayne Starr 
Futurestatt 
Ah, winter in Florida. You 
strap on the skis, pack up the 
gear, and head for the long win-
ding, snow-packed slopes of 
Mount Dora. ,,. 
You weave down the hills, 
pushing yourself to maximum 
speed, as you strive to knock 
milliseconds off your slalom 
times. 
"Hold it. Wait a second," you 
say? Snow? Skiing? Mountains? 
In Florida? Well, maybe not. But 
that won't stop a group of ski-
loving UCF students who are 
planning a trip to Snowshoe, W. 
Va., Jan. 4 to 9. 
The trip, co-sponsored by PAC, 
Kappa Delta fraternity and the 
Miller B~r company, will cost 
$200 per person. For this sum, 
students will receive four days of 
unlimited skiing, transportation, 
chalet lodging, discounts on 
equipment and lessons. 
According to Carl McKnight, 
campus representative for Schen-
ck, the Central Florida Miller 
distributor, the idea for the trip is 
the result of past excursions. 
"Over the last few years, 
several fraternities arid sororities 
have taken their own skiing vaca-
tions. We feel this is an oppor-
tunity to allow all interested 
students a chance to go skiing 
while at the same time reducing 
the cost for each person," 
McKnight said. 
Festivities began Wednesday, 
when seven tons of snow were 
dumped on the Student Center 
Green.One lucky entrant also won 
a free trip to Snowshoe. 1 
McKnight predicts that 180-200 
students will take the trip. 
Interested students . must 
register at the Student Center 
main desk by Nov. 10 and leave a 
$50 deposit. · 
I o'-., $1.00 off Large I 
I or Medium pizz6 f 
I . with ad 1 I Casselton Corner 5 I 
I 1049 N. Semoran Blvd. I 
I Winter Pa_rk, Florida 671 _7500 I 1.. ___ .3 ________ _,_, 
,------------.. 1 BUY 1 GET 1 FREE 1 
I On Any Item On Menu · I 
I With Coupon I 
: UNCLE JONES' : 
•1 BAR·B·QUE 11 2415 Aloma Avenue 
I Winter Park, Florida I 
I 678-1293 I 
\...~----------------------------------------"~ ... -----------· 
Lose poun·ds 
and gain 
credit in new 
course 
Marilyn Zegman is looking for 
women who are serious about shed-
ding pounds effectively. 
"We're not looking for people who 
are sophisticated in the area of nutri- · 
ti on. We are looking for those who 
want to learn more about nutrition 
and weight control," the UCF assis-
tant professor of psychology said. 
Prospective recruits must be 
assessed before the end of the fall 
semester to determine exactly if 
they are eligible for the behavioral 
weight control course Zegman will 
teach during the spring semester, 
beginning in January. 
Candidates for the course must be 
female students at least 15 percent 
overweight. After an initial weigh-
in,_ they will be asked to appraise 
samples from four food groups for 
nutritional and caloric content . 
To be eligible to register for the 
spring semester, the pretest is man-
datory, Zegman said. Successful 
participants will receive a registra-
tion form for the spri,ng course. 
The course will aim at changing 
behavioral habits of when, where 
and how to eat and exercising. An 
example of a harmful eating habit 
that people need to change is the 
tendency to munch while watching 
television, Zegman said. 
"There's a lot of misinformation 
in the public about nutritional and 
caloric content," Zegman said. 
''This course is designed to raise the 
participants' awareness of food and 
of those misconceptions.'' ' 
The university course is part of 
Zegman's continuing research in 
nutrition and behavioral weight con-
trol She has gathered comprehen-
sive data on fad diets and erroneous 
eating and exercising habits and her 
goal now is to refine and improve 
established weight control pro-
grams. 
Persons interested in the upcom-
ing pretest and the spring course 
should call 671-9837 and leave their 











Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
25¢. Hot Dogs 
9 till Midnight 
TUESDAY 
Ladies Night 




75¢ Per Bottle 




.Jumping from a "perfectly good airplane" then peacefully drifting 
back to earth Is a dream and fantasy shared by many. The assum- l 
ptlons that making a sport parachute Jump requires long hard training 
courses, athletic ability and buying parachute gear are untrue. Ac· 
tually anyone can be trained and malte their Hrst Jump In one day. The 
,first /ump course begins at 9:00 a.m. and lasts untll 4:00 p.m. Classes .. 
are taught by ah experienced sky diver with a parachute Instructor 
rating.. Upon completing the course students may make their 
parachute Jump (weather permitting). The /ump Is made from 300 feet 
and will be photographed by the /umpmaster In the airplane. After the 
Jump there Is a critique of the Jump and the certificates are awarded. 
The first Jump course /s $95.00 per student. This Includes your 
training manual, equipment, Instruction, your /ump and certificate. 
Jerry R. Giiiard at (305)656-3057 





A LITTLE LONGER. 
ALSO ... 
Abused children are 
hel~. 
Unless you help. 
• 
Write: Nalional Committee. for 
Preven11on of Child Abuse 








Busch $2.50 Pitcher 
Happy Hour 12 noon tif 7 













261 S. Central Ave. 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
(305) 365 ·8230 
Infants thru 12 years . 
D~op ins Welcome 
Tran.sportation to & From School 
. Program for Toddlers 
Pre-Kindergarten 
1 O ".Discount with Student I. D. 






Pizza, Subs, Beer, Soda 
Delivery of Pizza 1 Oam-lOpm 
Italian Food also 
422 N. Bumby Ave. 
Orlando 894-4314 
Mon-Thur lOam-9:30 pm 
Fri-Sat 10am-10:30pm 
Delivery within 5 mlles 
Mon-W~d All You Can Eat' $2.99 
SAMUEL M. CLAWSER, M.- D. 
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING 
OF HIS OFFICE 
PRIZE WINNERS win an all 
expense paid trip for thcmsdvcs 
and a friend to Toronto for 
THE WHO's last pt:rforman\.'.e. 
• 50 FIRST PRIZE \X'INN ERS 
win a Koss Music Box pt:rsonal 
portable cassette pla~w along with 
• 500 SECOND PRIZE 
\X'I~NERS win THE WHO's "It's 
Hard" album plus a S.chliuJW'HO 
tour T-shirt. 
FOR THE PRACTICE OF 
OBSTETRICS & 
GYNECOLOGY. E111 rv l\l :ink ' av;1 ilahk .11 p;1r1kip:11i11g p;1,·kagl' "ih l fL'' .md m,,..., , ,11\"• H t r 1 ~1\ o l"lll' w:uainµ hull""i. 
SCHLITZ ROCKS AMERICA 
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVE.D BY NOVEMBER 30, 1987 
/ .J / .5 S. Orang<; A L'f'. 
Suit1,.JF 
Orlando. Fl , 
84.1-7612 
WUCF needs organizational change 
Who calls the shots? 
In the brief time period since WUCF-FM boosted its 
power to 8,000 watts, the station has been continuously 
bathed in controversy and last week's announced format 
change was no exception. 
It is not in the format change itself, however, where the 
controversy lies. Rather, it is how the decision was made 
and who made it that should feed the fires of adversity in 
this case. 
The format change was mandated by WUCF-FM 
General Manager Keith Fowles. On the surface this ap-
pears to be in fine order. After all, who better to decide a 
station's future than its manager? 
It is when one digs beneath the surface that the 
pungent odor of something rotten .assaults the senses. 
Fowles is running the show at Sterio 89.9 and by all ap-
pearances he's doing a good job. The question is should a 
staff administrator have that much control over an 
organization that is partially financed by students 
through ASF fees? 
Where was student input on the format discussion? If 
any was given, how seriously was it considered? Finally, 
and most importantly, where does the station's board of 
directors fit into all this? 
The board of directors was formed to give Student 
Governmerit. input into the station's operation. As it 
stands today, the board is nothing more than a toothless 
lion that can roar opposition until it is blue in the face, 
but can hardly effect any policy changes. 
The organization structure at the station would be fine 
if the separate branch~s of the system possessed equal 
power. Obviously you can't run a radio station as a 
democracy, but neither can the power b~ amassed in one 
body. ' 
'rhe organization should be more amicably divided bet-
ween SG, the administration and the student staff. 
If the format change is necessary for the continuation 
of a WUCF-FM then by all means change the format. 
After all, Bach and Beethoven certainly beat dead air 
space. 
The real issue involved here, though, is whether or not 
one man should have the power to make such an impor-
tant and far-reaching decision. 
Michael E. Griffin 
Editor in Chief 
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'Fool's' criticism of gree~s is unfounded 
Editor: 
You are to be commended. 
Last week's Future was 
everything that a homecom-
ing issue should be. Packed 
full of interesting, infor-
mative articles, pictures, 
memorabilia, schedule of 
events and the annual letter 
from some semiliterate fool 
attacking the campus frater-
nities and sororities. 
You are, of course, obliged 
to print any letter which is, 
for lack . of a better term, 
worthy of publication. In 
light of this, I am writing 
this letter in hopes that it 
will be seen by Mr. Jim Bob 
Jones, author of the letter 
which was titled "Apathy 
· and independence beat greek 
way of life'' and any other 
misguided people who are 
laboring under the same 
misapprehension as Mr. 
Jones. 
Yes, should you choose 
to remain apathetic 
throughout your college 
career, that is your choice. I 
do not agree with you, but I 
will defend your actions (or 
lack thereof). However, your 
belief that "Campus ac-
tivities are run by greeks for 
greeks" is erroneous. As a 
'member of the Program & 
Activities Council at the 
Student Center, I can assure 
you that many of our 
members are not greek-
affiliated. You may ask any . 
one of them, (and I quote 
your words here) "Why. 
><H><><><HHH&S: 
What is a cynic? A man• 
who knows the price of 
everything, and ihe value of 
nothing. · 




Letters to the editor must 
be delivered to the Future 
by 5 p.m. on the Monday 
before publication. Letters 
must be typed, double· 
·spaced on a 60-space line. 
Letters should not exceed 
250 words and must be sign-
ed and include the writer's 
phone number. Names are 
withheld by request. All let-
ters are subject to editing. 
should I, an independent 
student, even want to be in-
volved?" 
True, most Greek Letter 
Societies do enter can-
didates in the homecoming 
monarch contests, but there 
is no rule that a candidate 
must be "greek." As a mat-
ter of fact many non-greek 
groups did enter candidates. 
As for your other comment 
about the candidates, it was 
so ludicrous that I shan't 
repeat it here for fear that 
this letter ~ay become com-
mical. 
I will agree with you,, Mr. 
Jones, that the "IDEAL" 
representative of the U CF 
student body would be a per-
son who is involve~ in 
everything ' and has a 4.0 
GPA (But then again, there 
is no Santa Clause either!) 
AU levity aside, if you com-
pare your description of 
your ideal homecoming can-
,didate to the candidates this 
year, I'm sure that you'll 
0
find little discrepancy. 
Your attempt to belittle 
something you so obviously 
know nothing about is com-
pletely understandable. It is 
evident that you did not 
even take the time .to get 
your facts or statistlcs cor-
rect. 
The on-going feud bet-
ween the greeks and the in-
dependents will be 
perpetuated every year .by 
the vocal minority of which 
you are a member. Should 
you ever lay down your pet-
ty prejudices and get to 
know us, you may even come 
to realize that we are just as 
normal(?) as you. 
Donald J. Bergquist 
·A call for cooler heads 
Editor: 
The students of UCF have 
gone too far. Their recent 
letters defending the in-· 
dependents and greeks were 
simply avenues for name 
calling among immature col-
lege students. 
The choice· is not which 
way is best for all, but which 
way is best for the in-
dividual. Some people 
choose to become involved 
in campus organizations 
while some do not. Neither 
choice makes one a better 
person. 
\ 
, Obviously, if one is involv-
ed in an organization, one 
feels he or she must defend it 
from the criticism of others; 
however, these criticisms 
should ~ot -be made unless 
the critic has seen both sides -
of the situation. 
Mind your own business, 
kids(that's exactly what 
your're acting like.) If you 
want to be involved, go 
ahead. If not, that's fine too. 
Nobody really cares except 
you anyhow. Mellow out, 
gang. 
Debi Blair 
Professors hold students' lives in hancl 
Editor: 
Most students see pro-
fessors the way Jonathan 
Edwards envisioned God. 
The profs hold our futures in 
their hands like spiders over 
a flame. 
This power is an awesome 
thing. Often this power 
leads students to respect 
and admire their teachers. 
In other cases, a professor 
may abuse this power to 
counter his own social im-
potence. A meek man uses 
meanness in place of 
strength, in forms ranging 
from pettiness to personal 
attacks on students. 
The students are left 
. powerless to stand up to this 
intimidation. If the student 
approaches the dean, he'd 
better make damn sure he 
never gets the teacher again. 
If the teacher . is a depart-
ment head, the student 
should select another univer-
·sity if he wants a masters. 
I'm in school to learn a 
trade, not to change my life. 
God save us from the do-
gooders. 
Name witheld by request 
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Parapsychologist finds Warrens' credibility lacking 
Editor: 
On Monday Oct. 25, the UCF Stu-
dent Center .hosted ''America's Top 
Ghost Hunters." As · a parap-
sychologist, astrologer and 
counselor, I was very interested in 
the subject matter. Judged by the 
crowqed auditorium, metaphysics 
and paranormal are more popular 
than ever before and is recognized. 
as the science of the future by 
many. 
Along with several companions, I 
was shocked at the inaccuracies as 
well as the ignoran ~e and paranoia 
contained in the program presented 
·by Ed and Lorraine Warren. The 
poor grammar used by the speakers 
reflected the quality of the informa-
. tion they offered. 
Although Lorraine claims to be a 
trance medium and the Warrens 
showed photographs of haunted 
areas they· claim to have in-
vestigated, they also claimed that Warren claimed that all recognition 
seances (which are the work of was a gift from the devil, that infor-
trance mediums) were evil and to be mation had to be "paid for" and that 
avoided. members of the audience ought to 
Tarot cards, Ouija Boards and turn to Christianity. 
other objects associated with This statement seemed to be 
paranormal. studies were condemned straight out of the dark ages, when 
as gateways to diabolical posses- all the knowledge and science were 
sions. Ed Warren even cited the suspected~ The religious comments 
Salem, Ma. of Parker Brothers Inc. violated the democratic rights of 
(a manufacturer of Ouija Boards) as religious freedom and seemed like a 
a reason for the evil influence. quote from the Moral Majority. 
Presumably he was referring·to the I hope the university will plan to 
Salem witch trials. present a program related to 
The staff of the Future would like to .take this opportunity to 
wish Dr. M Timothy 0 'Keefe a speedy recovery. As chair-
man of the University Board of Publications, Dr. 0 'Keefe has 
been a valuable aid in the success of this newspaper. 
Of course the Warrens felt t-he metaphysics and paranormal to pro-
same way about Raggedy Ann dolls, . vide accurate information about the 
for they showed sli~es of Lorraine subject to the student body. It is 
holding one which they ch~imed was quite possible that real 
animated by an · evil spirit which psychological damage was done to 
walked the doll around rooms. . impressionable students by the 
At the end of the program, when distorted ideas expressed by the GET WELL SOON! 
· promotional material distributed Warrens. 
about the evening's program claim-
ed a seance would take place, Ed Dikki-Jo Mullen 
THE HA.IR SHOP 
Precision Style Cµt $ 7. 00 . 
Thank you Pam, 
for the 
10509 E. Colonial Dr. 
(Winn Dixie Center) 
UNION PARK 
Full Service Saff)n 
Walk-lriS Welcome 
282-1.700 
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8 
,&,;J,,j~~-
Best six months of my life. 
~IP<· • --~, 
$raomttts · 
Seven f crown 
. .\MERICAN WHISKEY 
A BL.ENO 
'\)I ,,.,(u-'?, o/' ~~da>e rlo,,at# 
.,,,,,,,,(,(, uof./J-/k~ 
uw(tH// a tuzrc- o/' ~-
~~·••@@ 
illfl!O(o , ICTH fOUNOl• US (;QYllMWUI PJ'frtlSO 
~ • 'tUT,:, ~~~ ,~~~:'~~~• r~•ll Ol1 •"" 
Michael 
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Changing drinking age 
would remove rights 
Editor: 
I am angered that the legislators 
of this state may be preparing to 
r~se the drinking age again, further 
restricting the rights of adults. 
It is totally unfair to have laws 
which make a person legally respon-
sible for himself at age 18, yet have 
another law that says you are not 
going to be treated as an adult until 
19 or 21 in dealing with alcohol. 
Insurance Commissioner Bill 
Gunter feels that because some 
young adults get in accidents when 
they drive drunk that all people in 
this group should not be allowed to 
drink. 
If this is so, then people over 65 
ought not be allowed to drink. I 
would personally rather drive 
behind a drunk 20-year-old than a 
drunk 70-year-old. 
The only bill that should logically 
be introduced in Tallahassee is one 
that would change the legal age to 
19 or ·21. If the people under age 21 
don't speak out for themselves they 
will lose this valuable privilege. 
Your local legislators . are in the 
phone book under "Florida, State 
of'' Just call them, get the address 
and write your congressman. 
Jason Files 
NO FUTURE 
The Future will suspend 
publication next Friday due to the 
Veterans Day holiday: The paper 
will resume publication on Nov. 19. 
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CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TO 
FIND OUT.WHAT SERVICES, 
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Monday at Noon eLASSIFl~D Student Rate: 50 cents per line 
for sale 
Mobile home furnished 12x60, 2-bed. 1-
bath, central heat, air, washer, dryer, priv. 
park 10 miles fr. sch. No pets. $8500. Cash 
talks. 678-5502 eve. 
Surfboard: G&S Twin Fin 5'6" $120. Call 671-
6262 for Greg. 
for rent 
Unfurnished house-tired of crowded, loud 
apartments? 4-bedroom, 2-bath house with 
many extras, double garage, all kitchen 
appliances. Located in Howell Estates, 5 
miles from UCF. $575/mo. & dep. will rent for 
academic year. Call 677-4599. 
2-bdrm/2-full bth. duplex, brand new, 
Radio: Stereo for VW/Small Car. AM/FM washer/dryer, dishwasher, disposa·1. cent. 
Motorola, $30. Call 671-626?. - air-heat, ciathedral ceilings, Univ. Hills. 
$400/mo. Phone 291-7890 or 422.-1411, ask for 
1979 Hondamatic motorcycle, exc. con- Veronica. 
dition, 6700 niiles, helmets, garage kept, 
only $1200. Call 644-6386. 
Computer chess, Compuchess Second Ed 
Room, all util. pq. $90/mo. 2 mi. to UCF. 
Refrigerator in rm .. Call 282-2440. 
6 levels of play, programmable situations Duplex for rent, 2-bdrm., 2-bath across from 
Still in box, $100. 273-2699 morn. &eves. Univ. 12047 and 12045 Waldon Woods Dr. 
Professional Foosball table .. $150. Ph. 834 1 9973. . 
Must sell! '75 Pontiac Firebird, ·mint cond. 
Rebuilt motor, trans., new paint, brakes 
alternator, 2-bbl.. carb,, reupholstered in· 
terior, tinted windows. Must sell before Nov. 
23. Steal, $2800 or best offer. 
Ask for Tom, 282-2554. 
Avail. Nov.1. Call evenings, 862-3723. 
273-5610 
UNIVERSITY VILLAS 
Furnished & Unfurnished $23&S260 
2 Pools, Tennis Courts 
On-site bus SVC. to UCF a Colonial Mall 
typists 
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. hJll time. Term 
papers, . theses, reports, resumes, etc. 
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc. and 
editing included. Reasonable. Call Bea, 
678-1386. 
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correc-
tion of spelling, grammar, punctuation. 
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research 
papers, resumes, and typing. All work 
prei:-'lred on IBM display writers. Full-time 
"3taff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. turn-
around avail. 671-3007. 
Rates too high? Call me!-Prof. typist, 16 yrs. 
experience at low rates. Call DAY or 
EVENINGS, 678-4360. 
Accurate TYPING. attractive/correct forms . 
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable. minor editing. Exp . 
in any/a ll jobs. Call Marti--1 mi . from cam· 
pu~ 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM. 
Experienced typist. Fast, accurate typing of 
term paper~. manuscripts. Reasonable 
rates. 647-7752. 
1979 Honda Express moped. Excellent1----------------~ Professional typing. Word processing or IBM 
condition, great gas mileage, low main- help wanted typewriter,869-1716. 
enance. Price: $275 negotiable with extras; 
helmet, saddle baskets & Citadel theftproof Typing done quickly & accurately by exp. 
lock. Call 27&3654 after 5 PM or 27&2601 Blondie's Food & Spirit opening soon in the secretary. Term papers, dissertations, 
services 
EARN/SAVE MONEY as co-op marketing 
· member. No product resale, inventory, or 
··meetings. Great mail order potential. Call 
678-5525. 
Gay Community Services of Central Florida 
offering legal aod medical. referral, coun-
seling, hot llne with tr"ained members & 
special activities. For information call 843-
2750. 
ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY 
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, 
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control 
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Avenue. 
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422-
0606; or toll free 1-800-432-8517. 
ABORTION SERVICES, birth . control infor-
mation, pregnancy tests and counseling. 
VD screening, low cost, confidential ser-
vic~s. 
CentFal Florida Women's 
Health Organization 
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando 
898-0921 
,... (ask for Larry). UCF area Is now acceptable. Applic. for theses, reports, etc. Materials & 
waitresses w/ cocktail exp., smiling proofreading incl. Low rates. Call Sharon, 
• 
MUSICIANS-Improve your P.A. with a like- hostesses & exp. cooks. Apply in person 365-6101. 
new Peavey series Mark 2 stereo mixing only at Quality Inn, 11731 E. Col9nial, M-F, 
onsole. Features high & low impedance 2:30-4:00 PM only. Typing service available, 11 years ex. 
perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 27& 
TELEPHONE SALES, perm. pt. time, eve. Alt. 6257. 
inputs, FX returns, four-band EQ & patch 
cords. Bought new for $800, must sacrifice 
for $450. Call 27&3654 after 5 PM or 27&2601 
(ask for Larry). 
Who concert tickets. $16.50 each. Call 2$2 
4885 after 8 PM. 
El1cv ~ · 1 e . 81 model 613 Trek 12-speed . 25" 
rame has accessories bought brand new 
in May 1982 Have not ridden since August. 
Like new condition . Must see! Contact 
David Gamble at 277-2125. $290 
Who tickets avail!! Call Char. make offer! 
Phone 855-5125. MWF after 5 PM. 
Springs area, 5:30-9:00 PM, M-F. $4.00/hr. to . 
start. Rich, tlmbred, articulate voice Computer word processing, customized 
required. Call 830-1083. resumes, theses·, term papers, reports, etc. 
roommates 
Mature, -quiet, non-smoking, non-drinking 
male to share 2-bed/2-bath Fontana apt. 
(off 15A). $140/month, 1h util. Call Joe, 277-
8654/671-7581before10 PM. 
----1/2 
Male or female , College Park area. Non· 
smoker, no pets. $215~1/2 util . (approx. $15). 
Call 422-0683 after 4:30 PM . 
Female to share 2-bdrm./2-bath apt. 
$220/mo., incl. elec ., phone, cable TV, etc. 
Avail. Dec. 1. Call 277-3879 after 7 ?M. 
From $1.50/page. Call Jackie, 678-3173. 
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST ACCURATE, 
TERM PAPERS, MANUSCRIPTS, RESUMES, ETC. 
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 678-0241. 
lost&found 
Lost -- 3-month-old black & brown tiger kit-
ten . Lost between Alafaya Trail & Khayyam 
Ave . behind Woodside Apts. approx. 3 wks. 
ago. If found please call 275-2865. Reward. 
Lost -· cat, less than 1-yr. old. All silver grey 
except for white chest & 4 white paws. Lost 
near Aristotle St. If seen, contact 12110 
Diogenes Ct. Apt. 2 or 277-1210. Reward of-
fered , no questions asked . 
a(8 .. ~oc ,. ·m1 . . 
~lzntc 
Individual Confidential Counseling 
Gynecologists 
Speaker Service 
2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK 
. 628-0405 
Toll Free 800-432-5249 
ORLANLJV ca "'"'cit PARK 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
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Best in Contemp~rary.New Wave 
R&R Hours 
Daily Sandwich Specials 
Daily Specials 
Mon-Sat 2-7 
.45 Busch Draft 
$ 2.50 Pitcher 
Before We Pi]t '!OU In Charge Of Tl!e World's 
Most Soph1st1cated Nuclear Eqwpment, 
We Put You Through The World's 
Most·sophisticated Nuclear Training. 
It takes more than 16 
· months of intensive 
training to become a 
fully qualified officer in 
the ·Nuclear Navy. You 
begin with four months 
of leadership training. 
Then as a Navy office.r 
you get a full year of 
graduate-level training 
that most of the men 
who operate the 
reactors in private 
industry started in the 
Nuclear Navy.) · 
It takes more time 
and more effort to · 
become an officer in the 
Nuclear Navy. But the 
rewards are greater, too. 
unavailable anywhere else at any price. 
.Navy training is based on more than 
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right · 
now the Navy operates over half the 
nuclear reactors in America. And the 
Navy's nuclear equipment is the most 
sophisticated in the world. That's why 
your Navy trainh1g is and ·must be the 
most sophisticated in the world. 
The rewards can begin as early as 
your junior year in college. Qualify, and 
the Navy will pay you approximately 
$1000/month while you finish school. · 
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, 
you have decision-making authority 
immediately. You get important manage-
After four years, with regular 
promotions and salary increases, you can 
be earning as much as $37 ,400. That's on 
top of a benefits package that includes 
medical and dental care, and 30 days' 
vacation earned every year. More 
responsibility, more money, more future. 
So, if you?re majoring in math, 
ment responsibility 
fast. Because in the 
Navy, as your knowl-
edge grows, so does 
your responsibility. 
Your training and 
experience place you 
among the country's 
most qualified profes-
sionals. (No surprise 
r·=V~;;O;;-U;;;T-;- - - - -;, ;: 1 
I INFORMATION CENTER I P.O. Box 5000. Clifton .. NJ 07015 
I D Please send me more information about I 
I 
becom ing a n officer in the Nuclear Navy. (0Nl 
1 Namc-=-----.,,.,...----,,-.,..--,----,----
1 
First I Pll'USl' Print I Last I 
Address Apt . fl __ 
I City State Zip_ I 
I Age +Collegl'/University I 
I 
:j:Year in College +GPA 
1 • 1ajor/ r..1inor _________ _ 
I Phone Number · I 
IArl'U l'nch•I Ht•'t Timl' tu C'all 
I Thi!' i~ for #!t'nt•rul n~·ruitnwnt inlnrmation You c.Ju noc hu .. ·t · to I furn i!'h uny uf thc.-i informatio n n 1questl•d . Of t•ouhw. tht• mon• w<• 
know. th£' mnrC' we enn h~lp to dc•ll•rminc· th<" kind i.; of Navy rw:i:; i· J L = r::hi::.:o:::I'.::.. _____ _ 
engineering or the 
physical sciences, and 
you want to know more 
about a future in 
nucle'!-r power, fill in 
the coupon. 
Today's Nuclear 
Navy is an opportunity 
like no other in the 
world. 
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast. 
Weir frompage .1 
"He and I had talked on Friday 
and he seemed happy about what we 
·were · trying to do with the 
program,'' Peterson said. . 
. The position will be advertised 
within a week. An advisory search 
committee made up of community 
members, university President 
Trevor Colbourn and Peterson will 
. screen th~ · applicants and narrow 
the choice down to a small number 
of candidates from which 'Peterson 
will make a final selection. 
To this point the university has 
not received any applic~tions for the 
job, but Peterson said he expects to 
have names by mid-November. 
Peterson has set Jan. 1 as the ten-
tative date by when a coach will be 
chosen. 
Weir came to the university as an 
assistant coach in early 1981, after a 
successful career of high school 
coaching. Under Weir's direction, 
however, the Knights failed to cap-
ture a victory in eight games played 
so far this year-the team's first in 
Division II competition. 
The team has two games left on 
the schedule: tomorrow with Carson-
N ewman and next week against 
Eastern Kentucky, both in the 
Tangerine Bowl. 
Alafaya ---from page 1 
Patrol said he doubts that poor road 
conditions contributed to the ac-
c;idents. 
''There are not many accidents 
along Alafaya Trail and those that 
there are aren't serious," Sgt. R.L. 
Jeter said. "And you can't blame 
the road; it's the driver's fault. You 
are supposed to stay on the paved 
area.'' 
Jeter said it has been "quite some 
time" since he has driven along 
Alafaya Trail. 
The Florida Department of 
Transportation, which maintains 
the road, has no immediate plaiis to 
lower· speed limits, increase street 
lighting or widen Alafaya Trail, ac-
cording to Bill Downs, DOT 
maintenance engineer for Orange 
and Osceola counties. 
"I realize those shoulders need 
some work," Downs said. "Main-
taining the shoulders has always 
been a problem." Downs said the 
shoulder r1.. pair work will begin 
"within the next few weeks," depen-
ding on when equipment becomes 
available. 
As to increasing the street 
lighting, "it's back to the same old 
problem of money," Downs s~d. 
The DOT' s budget for the current 
fis~al year could not support such a 
project, he said. 
Speed limits are reviewed 
per~odically by the DOT's Traffic 
Operations Engineer, L.A. Griffin, 
in Deland. Although the DOT has no 
plans to lower the speed limit along 
Aiafaya Trail, Downs said that may 
'.change once it is reviewed. 
Loan-----frompage7 
The time factor involved in sending 
an application to the clup and having 
them process it may be an obstacle to 
students, he said. 
If the loans were administered 
through the financial aid office, there 
would b~ a better response, Baldwin 
said. 
The funds would be readily 
available, even though there would be 
a 1 percent administrative charge ad-
ded to the loans. 
The Lion's Club may also widen its 
requirements ~or qualifying for the 
loan, McKennon said. 
Applications for the loan may be 
picked up ~t the financial aid office. 
